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GBSTRACT 

In a knowledge-based economy it is important th& ad& have access to affordable 

learning opportdtis so that they can keep abreast of the rapid changes taking place boib 

in their work enviroments and theu personal iives. These l e d g  opportunities need to 

be designed to suit a varigr of learning styles and be offered in a flexible manner in 

tertns of time and place of delivq. 

The purpose of this study was to determine ifa pimicirlar leaming opporhrnity, a 

course deating with the hindamentaIs of fÏnancia1 piamhg that was delivered in a 

distn'buted leamhg enviromnent using audiograpbic technology, met the needs of the 

students takiog the course and the institution o f f h g  the course. To achieve this purpose 

a 45-hour piIot study using audiographic technology as the deiivery methoci was initiated. 

This collaborative effort involved the following: h e  distinct academic areas in the 

institution, three difïerent wnpus locations, and professionais kom academic and 

support staffunions. On a weekly basis three cohorts of students interesteri in auditing 

and or receiving credit for an introductory persanai hamial planning course participateci 

in the study. A coliege insmctor facilitateci the 3-hour weekly class using an on-he 

Powerpoint Iecture and off-he smaii group discussions at the various locations. Data 

were collected h u g h  field notes, fonnative and summative evaluations, and inforna1 

conversations with the iamctor, suppoa e, and students. 

The thesis reports on the planning, implementation, and wduation of the study. The 

program was successfui m that it was deiivered in a fiscaily respomile maMer, the 

students achiwed their le-g goais, and the institutim remaineri committed to 

supporting a distriiuted Ieaming envirament. 



This thesis has been a Ieaming experience for me pmfessionally as 1 have gained new 

knowledge and developed new skiiis- Most importantly though, I have gram to know 

my strengths and 1 have learned to accept my Limitations as a result of this process. 

This thesis would not have been posaile without the support and involvement of my 

CO-workers and coiieagues who conmiuted so generously of their Mie, ïnsights, and 

mergy in making my study a reality. 

ïhe compIetion of my thesis is directiy attniutable to the patience, guidance and 

persisteme Dr. Marie Gillen modetled as my advisor during my Ieaming journey. For 

this support, I am tmiy thickfid. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In today's knowledge-based economy, adults have corne to realize that what they 

leamed initiaiiy in order to secure employment no longer provides them with sufficient 

skills and knowledge to keep abreast of the rapid changes that are occurring in their 

current workplace environment. In addition to updating their skiiis and knowledge, 

adults of today are looking for leaming opportunities that accommodate theù diverse 

learning styles and are flexible in terrns of time and place of delivery. In other words, the 

demands of today require that adults become Lifelong leamers. 

Usually, aduits develop their attitude regarding leaming as early as presctiaol age. 

Typically, the lifelong leamer throughout his/her Iifetime seeks out Ieaming opporninities 

that address a specific personal or professionai deveIopment need. Their cornmitment to 

lifelong leamhg is significantly enhanced if their environment provides accessible, 

Sordabk, and available learning opportunities. 

Lifelong learning activities have bath an extrinsic value for society at large and an 

inuinsic vatue for the individual as a member of society. Extrinsicaüy, these activities 

conmiute to the development of a more highly skilied workforce, one outcome of which 

is a stronger and more.inclusive society; intrinsicaiiy, these activities contniute to the 

personai development of the individuai, one outcome of which is a more rewarding Me. 



In this thesis 1 descnïe how a distributed learning environment was used to promote 

lifelong learning. The study involved a group of adult learners in a distributeci Iearning 

environment who took part in a pilot study that tested the delivery of a continuing 

education course, using audiographic technology. 

Background Monnation 

Ali aspects of life are being transformeci by changing economic realities, technological 

advances, and the development of new knowledge in al1 disciplines. Society values 

knowledge. in our current environment, with the erosion of physical bondaries, new 

tearning occurring in any part of the world can have an impact almost immediately on an 

individual's personal and professionai life. The constant emergence of new knowIedge . 

and new trends in today's world can make curent beiiefs and knowledge obsolete very 

quicldy. 

Access to learning opportunities that are readily available and afSordable is a major 

priority in a howledge-based economy. This factor may be of less consequence for an 

individuai in an urban area where'numerous venues for leaming are readily avaiiable, 

than for an individual living in a rural setting where access to learning opportunities 

either are limited or do not exist. 

Traditionaily, publicly h d e d  educationai institutions have had a mandate to provide 

access to leaming opportunities to various constituent groups in a fkaily responsiile 

mariner. Today, these institutions are under scrutmy by the pubiic to provide this level of 

service in all locaies m an accountable manner, yet the operatkg model being used is 

more of a business mode1 than an access model. When a business rnodel is used 



decisions about course offerings are based on demonstrateci levels of participation rather 

than the learning needs of a particular population. As a consequence, smaiier 

communities of adult students may be denied access to leaming when the business mode1 

is used. 

The mandate to provide access to courses has prompted many educational institutions 

to look at alternative methods for the delivery of cutnculum. These methods do not 

always result in cost efficiencies for the institution, but many meet the needs of a cohort 

of students, who have diverse leaming needs, and who face multiple barriers to learning, 

such as the tirne and place of the delivery of programs. 

As an administrator of a satellite campus of a mid-sized community coliege in 

Ontario, 1 am committed to providing a broad array of learning opportunities to a smaii 

community that is at a distance fkom the main campus of the coliege. The mandate of 

this satellite campus is to provide the conimunity where 1 work with access to aü of the 

coliege's programs and services that are not housed locaiiy. Cunently, the sateiiite 

campus provides part-tirne &y and evening leaming oppominities directly related to the 

needs of the community. The campus is equipped with the hframucture to ensure full 

connectivity with the main campus and the other satellite locations of the college. 

To help me with this task, 1 fomed a planning team that works witb me as 1 try to 

achieve my long-texm goal of offiring a broader anay of courses using altemative 

delivery methods. My short-term goal, which is reported in this thesis, was to piiot test a 

specific educational technology, namely, audiographic technology, that could be used m a 

distn'buted leaming environment. 1 a h  had sevexai objectives that included the 

development of the instnictor's skiIls in the use of this technoiogy so he codd become 



proficieut in its use, and the identification of the kinds of supports that adult students 

require in order to be successfbi in a dismiuted learning environment- This thesis 

focuses on the planning, implementation, and the evaluation of the deIivery of one 

particular course in a distriiuted leaming environment that used audiographic 

techology. 

Already there are a variety of educational technoIogies in use in the educational 

system, and there are many indications that the use of technology will anly increase 

(Reed & Beauciin, 1993). According to Gibson (1992), educational technologies can be 

used effectively to increase the access of aduits tu Ieaming opportunities. ïhese 

technologies cm also assist students in developing siâlls so they can continue to be 

iifetong leamen thmughout their lives (Bates, 1997). From a business perspective, as 

Massy and Zemsky (1997) note, educational technologies are seen as a way for 

inrtitutions to increase their pmductivity. 

Aii of these advantages are possible with fie use of educational technology as long as 

the basic pnnciples of aduit learning are adhered to and foIlowed. Therefore, program 

pIamers need ta ensure that the focus of the learning activity &es not becorne the 

techology and how it is usai in the deiivery. in other words, the techoiogy shouid be 

transparent and the focus should be on Iearning and the faciiitation of that learning- The 

teachedfaciiitator of the leaming activity shouid ensure h t  the students, who take part in 

this paaiaiiy to totalIy Wtual environment, feei dé, respecteci, and are able to fom 

~Iationships with their pers and teacher. Aduit students require the opportunity to relate 

what is being leamed to heir own qerimces, to reflect on it, and to offer opinions and 

thoughts about the leaming and its impact on them personally. 



Audio Iearning (AL) and audiographic Iearning (AGL) are technologies that are 

categoxized as educationd technologies. These deLivery mettiods can effectively meet the 

needs of adult students if used by a skilled practitioner and appiied to appropriate 

curriculum. 

AL and AGL make learning opportunities more accessibIe to students. The reliance 

of these technologies for transmissions on telephone lines, which are very stable and exist 

ahost universally, is a definite advantage. The utiiization of telephone lines for the 

transmission is relatively inexpensive when cornpared to the corn for transmission on 

integrated Digital Systems Network (ISDN) lines, which are used for video conferencing. 

The equipment for AL and AGL, induding a telephone, cornputer, and electronic tabIet, 

is quite portable? therefore it is easy to set it up in most locations. Once in place, the 

technology should not require ongohg technological support to operate effdvely. The 

software that establishes the cornputer and telephone interface is availabie h m  a nurnber 

of distributors and once installeci is not difficult to utilize. These technologies also aiiow 

for real-time discussion between the instnictor and students at the various sites. 

One of the most significant Iimitations of audio-based technologies is the lack of 

visual cues between the students and the teacher. This problem can be remcdied to some 

extent by supplying the sites with copies of overheads, handouts, and even by videoing 

the instnictor's session, but these remedies do not replace the use of the chaikboard or 

eye contact with the instnrctor. Some of these iimitations are lesseneci by the use of the 

interactive whiteboard, often referred to as a SMART boatd This type of transmission 

aiiows the studenîs h m  al i  sites to commrmicate v i d y  and orally while solving a 

probIem or discussîng a case study, visuaiIy riçing the SMART board, and oraily ushg 



voice transmission. Another limitation, in certain instances, can be the quaiity of the 

sound. The voice transmission can have static, and the ability to hear the intonation in 

the voices of others during discussion periods may Vary. The software that is used for the 

computer conferencing is user fnendly but may oniy interact with equipment made by the 

same manufacturer. The AL and AGL technologies are effective in fieeing the kanier 

fiom place constraints, but they do not fiee the leamer ftom the t h e  constraints of 

scheduled lectures. 

AL and AGL technologies shouid be used when the achievement of the leaniing 

outcornes will be enhanced by activities that alIow collaborative probkm solving, idea 

sharing, and decision making. These are essential components of coursedprograms that 

teach team buiIding skills. These technologies are weli adapted to the deIivery of 

codified knowledge that can be enhanced with visuals and nurnerous opportunities for 

repetitive activities as a way to reinforce the students' leaming. These technoIogies are 

also an appropriate choice when it is felt that the students wouId benefit h m  regular and 

ongoing contact with the instructor and peer group, especialIy when this kind of contact 

is needed as a motivational factor in completing a particular course or program. 

Focus of the Inquiry 

The main issue this study seeks to explore is how to facilitate lifelong leamhg 

oppommities in a distributeci leaming environment that is based on the principles of addt 

learning. The focus of the inquiry in this study was to determine if a particular Ieanimg 

opporttmity, a course deaüng with the fundamentals of financial pIanning that was 

delivered in a distniuted leamhg environment, and used AGL during the implementation 



phase, met the foiiowing criteria Were the specific learning outcomes achieved? Were 

the students' needs assessed and considered? From the perspective of the students, the 

instnictor, and the institution, does a distributed leaming environment using AGL 

technology result in successful leamhg outcomes? 

Purpose of the Study 

This study had a two-fold purpose. First, 1 wanted to explore the use of a distributed 

leaming environment that was supponed by the use of an educationai technology, 

specificaiiy technology, in order to determine if this type of deiivery method was 

appropnate for meeting the needs of lifelong leamers. My intention was to idenw and 

define the characteristics of a iifelong Iearner who could respond successfully to this 

method of delivery, as well as point out the challenges that faculty members and 

institutions might encounter in the deIivery of curriculum, using this type of educationai 

technology. Second, based on this information, 1 wanted to examine existing institutionai 

supports to determine their adequacy. This examination wouid then help me to make 

recomrnendations that wouId as& the coliege as it continued to offer leaming 

oppominities in a distributed leaming environment. 

In order to pursue this purpose, 1 conducted a pilot study of a course that used 

audiographic technology for its dehery, with a group of aduit students. The course was 

advertised in the coIIege7s part-tirne studies calendar- It was descri'bed as a new type of 

Iearning opportunity that would be delivered simuitaneousIy at three of the coliege's 

Iocations, using audiographic technology. 1 designed a three-tier evaiuation pmcess that 

included both formative and summative evaiuation processes. These processes were my 



main source of data for the study. Everyone who took part in the course at ai i  three 

locations participated in the evaluation activities. These included: those who ennilied in 

the course, the instructor who delivered the course, and the staffwho supported the 

delivery of the course at the central and satellite locations. The students' evaluation 

focused on an assessment of the learning opportunity in order to determine if it was 

meeting their needs as leamers. The facuity evaluation focused on a personai assessment 

of his ability to provide a quaiity Ieaming expenence for the students. The support staff 

evaluations focused on an assessment of the demands placed on them with respect to 

supporting this activity within the existing institutional structures. 

Scope and Limitations 

This study expIores the use of a distributeci learning environment as a way for adults 

interested in accessing specific leaming opportunities, to meet their learning needs related 

to professional and personal development. The particuiar aspect of the study is the 

evaluation of the effectiveness of this particular delivery method in providing a learning 

environment that promotes students' success. In addition, the study wili determine if this 

type of delivery method will be bancially sustainable for our institution. 

The study has a nmber of limitations. First, the fact that there is no universaily 

accepted defition of the term distriiuted leamine environment causes confiision 

amongst rome du i t  eduators. They argue that a distniuted leaming environment iis only 

suitable for a specifk type of cuniculum deiivery and cannot be generaiiy appiid 

Second, the tenu iifeIone Iearninq lacks clarity. To some, the term refers qecincally 

to 1e-g that addresses the economic growth and development concerns of society. To 



others, the term refers to an individuai's personal learning goals that may or may not be 

directiy related to employment. 

Third, this pilot study used audiographic technology, only one of a variety of 

educationai technologies that is availabie on the market. Consequently, the findings 

camot be generalized. The conclusions reached h m  an andysis of the tindings will ody 

be applicable to this specsc educationai technoiogy and tu this particular group of adult 

students. 

Fourth, al1 the students who took part in this study did not have the same objective for 

completîng the course. Some of the students were interested in a credit for the course 

whiie others were auditing the course. This difference could skew the evduation hdings, 

especidIy when the students are asked if the Gistri'buted Iearning environment met their 

Fifth, the class size of the study gmup was resmcted because of the use of AGL 

technology. In addition, the students at two of the three Iocations were not welI infomied 

about the fact that they were part of a study that was teshg the use of a new ducational 

technology. Again, this difference could skew the hdings. 

Finally, the support personnel at the satefite campus (Campus B) had a vested interest 

in making the study a success. These particular individuals, who had been associateci 

with the campus for many years and who understood the many probIems that the campus 

fked, were very anxious that the study s u c c d  Therefore, they committed a very hi& 

Ievel of talent, time, and energy to the snidy. A similar cornmitment of tirne and energy, 

in order to mount another course using this detivery method, might be uncertain. 



In carrying out this çtudy 1 made a number ofiassumptions. First, 1 assumed that AGL 

technology was an adequate educationd technology for the delivery of the Personai 

Financial PIanning (PFP) course. Second, I assumeci that the students who took part in 

this study wouid not be as reliaat upon the instructor and would be more seIf4irected 

than those who took the same course in a traditional classroom setting. Third, 1 assumeci 

that those who agreed to be part of a pilot study wodd be d h g  to identify supports that 

students üke themselves required to enhance their Iearning experiences. F S y ,  1 

assumeci that a favourable response to the study h m  each deholder  group in the study 

would encourage my Uistitution to continue to offer courses using audiographic 

technology or sotnethhg similar, 

Audiogrghics Ieaminn technoIow (Am) is a type of technology and software that 

ailows for the full diversity and versatility of computer enhancernents to be utilized 

during the transmission of the data, including document creation and revision. There are 

a h  capabilities to extend the presentation and link it to the Internet diiring the 

transmission. This technology requires a telephone cwnection that aIlows two 

individu&, or groups of individuais, located in various Lacations to share in the same 

conversation. The graphics component of the mmmision is made possibIe by the use of 

a computer and computer peripherais such as an eIectronic whiteboard or eIectronic 



drawing tablet. This term is sometimes used interchangeably with &ta conferencing, 

document conferencing, and groupware. 

Electronic whiteboard is a drawing tablet, ofien referred to as a SMART board. It is a 

3 by 4 foot electronic display device that can be activated by touch or by an electronic 

marker. It can be Iinked by telephone to other such devices so that whatever is Witten at 

one site is seen at al1 other sites. 

Cam~us locations refer to: Campus A-the maiu campus; Campus B-the satellite 

campus where 1 am the Campus Operations Leader; and Campus C-another satellite 

campus. 

A distnïuted leamine environment is a type of Iearning environment that uses 

Iearner-centered, problem-based, collaborative, and authentic approaches to learning. 

Technology is used to enhance communication and interaction for delivery, supports, and 

academic structures. This type of environment provides the opportunity to expand the 

learning beyond the physical setting of a classroom and to mate a virtuai learning 

community. For part or ail of the module/course there is a separation of facuity, students, 

and resources (content people, activities, communities, and services). 

Learning resource centre refers to a centraiized location that includes a 

collection of academic and Iearning supports to assist students in furthering their Melong 

leaming. 

Polvcom is an audioconférencing telephone that aiiows groups of individuais at 

multiple sites to send and receive voice messages without the use of tekphone hand sets - 

and head sets. They are sometimes caiied a "startish" phone. 

Student m o r t s  are services that are provideci by an institution m order to 



promote student success. The supports that are provided for the on-site or distance 

students should be available h m  their 6rst point of contact with the institution. These 

supports can include, but are not restricted to, the following: information about 

orientation, admissions, registration, advising and counselIing, and instructionaI supports. 

An ouen access learnin~ Iab is a designated area on the college campus that is 

equipped with cornputer technologies including a nenvork connection and resources that 

students cm access. This d e d  but monitored leamhg environment can be accessed 

outside of scheduled class tirne. 

Following this introductory chapter, I present an overview of the relevant literatureh 

chapter 2. Three areas are highlighted: the principles of adult leaming as they pertain to 

Iifelong learning, distributed leaming envhnments, the use of educational technoiogy, 

and the supports that snidents require to be successfiil in this kind of environment. In 

chapter 3,1 present a description of the study. This includes a description of the 

planning, implementatiou, and eduation processes. In chapter 4, my concluding 

chapter, I discuss the iïudings of the study in iight of the literature reviewed, present 

conclusions, and make recommendatiom based on the conclusions. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF TEtE LïïERATURE 

Leaders in educational institutions are currentIy chaiienged to improve access to 

lifelong Iearning opportunities for aduits in their communities. Hatton (1997) explains the 

reasons for this chdenge. He writes, "Individual and community welfare is protected 

and promoted when communities arrange for lifelong leaming activities to be available to 

the widest range of constituencies through as many channels as possible in as many f o m  

as are viable" (p. 157). Many aduit educators have developed methodologies that enabte 

them to o f f i  adults lifelong leamhg oppominities that are fiscaily responsible and that 

are flexible in t h e ,  place, and detivery. At the same tirne, they attempt to ensure that the 

learning opportunïties are relevant for adults and that adult leaming principles are not 

compromised. 

In this chapter, 1 review Literature that deais with the major areas of my thesis. F* 1 

provide an explanation of the tem lifelong leaming as a way to set the stage for this 

study. Second, 1 review the literahre on the aduk leamer including generai characteristics 

and the relevant adult learning principles appiied in this snuiy. Third, 1 define and 

describe a distriïuted learning environment, and pomt out how educationd technologies 

are used in this kind of setting as a way to support the delivery of learning oppommities. 

In this section, 1 include a review of the factors that pmmote student success in a 

dktrii'buted learning environment. 



Lifelong Learning 

Kintzer (1997) reports that attempts to define Melong learnulg can be mced to articles 

written in the early 1970s. in fact, the Generd Council of the United Nations 

EducationaL, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1976, as a r d t  of 

societal developments, adopted the following definition of lifelong leamhg and 

education: 

'Lifelong education and learning' denotes an overail scheme aimed both at 
restnictirring the existing education system and at developing the entire educational 
potential outside the education system; in such a scheme men and women are the 
agents of their own education. (Hatton, 1997, p. 2) 

Kintzer points out that universities at that tirne expressed an interest in becorning 

involveci in addt education because of the growing demand for continuhg education, 

even though many universities did not understand very clearly the specific Ieaming needs 

of addts. When they realized that aduits were interested in accessing courses on a part- 

t h e  basis, they became interested in explaring the leaming dimensions of this need 

As a resuit, universities soon realized that in designhg leaming opportunities to 

address the unique needs of this emerging addt group, they wouid need to discem how 

the aduits' leanllng needs were different h m  those of the traditional student in the 

University classroom. Universities soon learned that aduits were Iwking for IeanUng 

opportimities that recognized their experiences in a wide varïety of Ne situations prior to 

entering a foxmal learning situation, and that these experiences would need to be factored 

into any formai leaming setting. As students, aduits were Iooking for Ieaming 

experiences that wouid enhance and complement theu existing sirills and knowledge, and 



that would focus on th& specific ne& rather than learning opportunities tbat had been 

defined by the institution and its teachers. 

Kintzer (1997) explains that the design of lifelong I&g experiences dBm 

significantly h m  the design of learning experiences for the traditional student, because 

the expected outcome of the learning experience is different. Traditionai learning 

experiences generally are based on a defined iist of Ieaming outcomes and predetermined 

leveis of competency that al1 participants are expected to achieve in order to be 

successful. This appmach is based on the idea that students enter aa educational setting 

with a similar set of skilis, and couid expect to achieve a certain set of learaing outcomes 

upon completion of the leaming experience. This approach does not suit the needs of 

lifeiong Leamers because they generdy are interesteci in achieving outcomes that are 

specific to their needs. They usualiy place Iess emphasis on the achievement of 

standardized course requireraents and the attainment of credits. 

The establishment of continuhg education units (CRTs) as a mandatory requirement 

to main registfation, professional cornpetence, and standing in many professional 

organizations, has resulted in many individuds becoming involved in LifeIong leaming 

activities. The devdopment of CEUs has added flemibiüty and breadth to the avaiiable 

options for lifelong Leaming Kintzer ( I W )  explains that the growing recognition of 

these professional upgrading activities for academic credit has contriiuted sigaificantiy to 

the global development of lifelong learning apportunities. He believes that the concept of 

lifelong leamihg has had a positive impact on society. He also beiieves thai the move to 

consider prior ieaming or experiential learning acquired in Settings outside of the 

classroom, as a factor in meeting an instîtutions' admission requirements, has opened 

accas to a larger group of people in society, consequdy decreasiug the opportunity gap 



between educationai "haves and have-nots" (p. 71). In order to address the needs of addt 

leamers, addt educators have developed rnethodologies that provide credit for 

experientid learning achieved in settiags outside of the classroom. Prior learning 

assessrnent (PM) is a good example. Selrnan, Selrnan, Cooke, and Dampier (1998) 

describe PLA as: 

The practice whereby an educational institution grants entry to its programs, or 
advance standing towards one of its credentials, to a learner who may not have the 
formai educational certification normaily expected but who is judged to have the 
necessary knowledge or background, often achieved through their work, non-formal 
course or some other type of expenence. @. 28) 

Chapman and Aspin (1997) explain that lifelong learning activities have both an 

extrinsic vdue for society at large, and an intrinsic value for an individual. They outline 

three integrai elements that are part of any iifelong learning activity. These are: activities 

that contribute to the development of a more highly skilled workforce; activities that 

contriiute to the personal deveiopment of the individual who can then have a more 

rewarding life; and activities that contribute to the deveiopment of a stronger and more 

inclusive society. They explain that these elements are interrelated and quite often more 

than one element is found in the particular lifelong leamhg activity. 

As Chapman and Aspin (1997) point out, an individual begins to develop an attitude 

to learning as earIy as preschool. As an individuai develops, so does cornmitment to 

iifelong learning. This cornmitment is influenced by sp&c factors in an mdividds 

environment inducihg accessiiility, affordability, and availability of learning 

experiences, as weil as the impact of signincant others in the leamhg environment, such 

iu the teacher. Chapman and Aspin stress the fact thai individuals will participate and 

benefit h m  leaming activities if institutions mate dciently flemile and articuiakd 

leamhg pathways îhat suit a wide variety of leamers' needs. 



Lifelong leamers will need advice and assistance so they cm choose the learning 

opportunity that wil i  address their persona1 Ieaming needs, In this regard, Chapman and 

Aspin (1997) note that schools are only one vehicle for Melong leamhg. They believe 

that close connections need to be developed between schools and workplace settings so 

that the leaming acquired, either for paid or unpaid work, is recognized and credited. 

Hatton (1997) broadens the discussion of lifelong learning. In bis view, "Lifelong 

learning presupposes the development of a leaming society; one where active, ongoing 

learning of a higher order wilI be broadly embraced" (p. 36 1) . He claims that the 

movement of a society towards the development of a Ieaming society involves making a 

clear distinction between education and learning. Education, on the one han& is an 

observable activity that focuses on the process used to deIiver information. This activity 

is most often associated with formai educationai institutions. Leaming, on the other 

hand, is an internai activity that focuses on the individual's attainment of lmowledge, 

which may or may not be demonstrable, at the end of the process. Leaming, according to 

Hatton, rnay indude fonnaiized institutionai learning experiences as weii as many other 

experiences and opporhmities encomtered in life. 

Hatton (1997) supports the idea that lifeiong Ieaming is an essential activity for the 

development and uitimate suMval of a society. He explains that the knowledge-based 

economy of today requins that individuals participate in ongoing Iearning activities, if a 

nation is to remain cornpetitive in the global market. He predicts that two forces in 

today's world wiil have a significant impact on lifeIong leaming oppommities and the 

development of a leatning Society. These forces are the rapidiy emerging technologkai 

advances that are in use in educational institutions, and the demand expresseci by 
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individuals for lifelong Iearning activities. Hatton concludes by saying that lifelong 

Ieamers and their need to know will ''shke and shape educational institutions" (p. 371). 

With regqd to the beiief that Melong leamhg is essential for the continuing economic 

viabiiity of society, Yocke (1999) explains that lifelong learning in today's world is 

essential and required because of the accelerated pace of knowledge development. He 

notes that in earlier times the attainment of a first degree or credential was seen as a 

d c i e n t  basis for a lifetime career. This assumption is no longer valid. He views 

lifelong learning as a multidimensional jigsaw into which various pieces of leaming are 

fit, on a needs or interest basis, througilaut an individuai's lifetime. 

Hunt (1999) supports Yorke's (1999) view that iifelong learning relates to more than 

maintainhg the ski11 levei of the workforce in order to ensure the economic stabiiity of 

society. She argues that a recognition of the importance of lifelong learning as a means 

of personal fulfihent cannot be ignored, especiaily when trying to motivate someone to 

take part in a learning activity. Hunt wams that the movement to encourage lifelong 

learning and the development of a learning society is hindered when the message 

communicated about its vdue is W e d  onIy to employment and revenue production. She 

predicts that this nanow emphasis wiIi resuit in fewer individuals participating in 

learning opportunities. This kind of situation, in her view, would negatively impact on an 

individual's personal development and society's advancement. 

With regard to the idea that an individuai can and does leam as the result of iife 

experiences, Hunt (1999) beiiwes that life expexiences provide a signifïcant fomdarion 

for learning that can be augmented through access to fomal and informal lifelong 

learning opportunities. These oppommities, when supporteci by govment  and led by 

professionals who c m  offer encouragement and guidance for the individuai at siguïficant 



"teachable moments" in their iives (Havighurst, 1972), benefit the individuai and society 

as a whole. Hunt beiieves, if these opporhinities are not available to the individuai, the 

learning potentiai of the individual and society is udbEUed and this fact will have a 

negative impact on society's overall standard of living. 

As Coffield (1999) points out, iearninp opportunities should be avaüabIe and 

accessible to individuals for personal leaming and growth. In this regard, his research 

supports the concept that lifelong leaming opportunities play an important part in raising 

the productivity and standard of iiving of the entire society. He cautions, however, t b t  

individuals who support the argument that learning opportunities wilI transfom a society 

inta a leaming society may be overboking an important aspect of this developmentd 

process. As he sees it, the availability of learning oppominitiw can have a positive impact 

on society, but they are not "a wonder h g  or magic bullet which on its own will soive a 

wide range of educational, social and politicai iils" (p. 1) . The shifi to a Iearning Society 

wiii requin the development of new methods of organinng work, positive indutrial 

reIatictns, and new managaial approaches. He points out that the move to a leaming 

sociev wül be supporteci through a society's cornmitment to the development of 

comprehensive plans for giobai competitiveness. Over time, these plans couId prompt a 

move to change specific govemrnentai poIicies and business strategies, which in t u -  

wouid support the development of a learaing society. 

By placing educational programming as part of the solution for the advancement of 

society, rather than making it the only solution for society's dis, CoffieId (1999) believes 

that the individuai WU expexience less societal control and pressure to participate in 

1-g oppommities. From his perspective, educational programming is part of the 

rernedy for societai advancernent because this kind of programming will a h  encourage a 



greater Ievel of participation and personal satisfaction for the individuals in this milieu. 

He explains by pointhg out the foiiowing irony. initially, lifelong leaming opportunities 

were viewed as activities that individuals chose in pursuit of their owa personal 

development. In today's society, however, lifelong leaming opportunities are at risk of 

being viewed simpIy as compulsory activities tbat individuais must pursue in order to 

address their personal inadquacies as these d a t e  to work. Coffield wam that ttiis trend 

could lead to a distorted view that the only value of education is its ability to support 

business and increase personal earning power. This attitude, if it is accepted broadly, 

could have serious implications for the involvement of adults in lifeloag learning 

oppommities. 

The concept of Iifetong 1earni.g is not a new idea. Of interest, though, is society's 

changing perception of the significance of leaming activities. In the earlier years, the 

importance of these learning opportuaities was linked to the amtude that these activities 

increased profitability in the wotkpIace and for this reason were viewed as worthwhiie 

and required endeavours. Later, lifelong leaming activities were seen as important 

because they contnlbuted to an individuai's persona1 fiifilhent. The researchers quoted 

in this section believe that acceptance of this additional value of Iifelong Ie-g is îhe 

reason that individuais may be more likeIy to participate in tearning opportunities on an 

ongoing basis. Al1 lifelong teamhg opportimities m u t  be designeci to suit adult leamers' 

needseeds These wiii be discussed in the next section. 



The Adult Learner 

To ensure that the Iearning opportunities being offered to adults meet the ne& of this 

target group rather than those of the institution and the teachers offering the programs, 

aduit educators must have a knowledge and understanding of adult leamers and adult 

learning principles. This knowledge and its apptication to the learning situation ensures 

that the teaching-leamhg process wili include activities that address the specific needs of 

the adult leamer, and at the same tirne provide accurate and devant learning 

opportunities. This kind of approach promotes the leamer's success. 

Who 1s The Adult Leamer? 

Statistics Canada (1999) research provides curent information about the number of 

aduits involved in leaming opportunities and their lwel of academic achievement. This 

research cails attention to the k t  that %ore that 6 miflion people or 28% of al1 adults in 

Canada participated in aduit education and &ahhg activities" (p. 1) in the survey year. 

An examination of the academic level of these participants reveals a definite correlation 

between participation in Leamhg activities and previous att-ent of formai schwling 

credentiais. In other words, those with higher academic attainment are more likely to 

participate in Iearning opportwiities when compared to individuais who have Iower 

educationai aminment. The participation rates ranged h m  a iow of 11% for those with 

less than a completed high school diplorna to 48% among those with a university degree. 

In the latter group, 21% were involved in learning activities tisat were job related Theü 

data support the finding that university graduates have higher ernployment rates. This 

data a h  supports the fact that university graduates require ongoing leaming 



opportunities to keep abreast of the qand ing  knowledge and changing skïii sets 

required in their work environment. 

Based on data provided in the National Research Network on New Approaches to 

LifeIong Leamhg (NALL) w e y ,  Livingstone (1999) characterizes addt Leamers and 

their interest in learning as foiiows: of the 40% of alI Canadians who have taken a course, 

workshop, or some training program during the past year, more than half of this group 

intends to be involved in some organized course work during the next few years. An 

even greater proportion of this is intercsted in M e r  studies, especially if they could be 

assured that their prior leaming experience would be recognized as vaiid and accredited 

by an institution. Adults expect to have access to pnor Ieaming assessrnent (PM) 

because this form of accreditation will reduce the time and nurnber of prescribed courses 

required in another program. PLA enmes adults that they will not have CO engage in 

leaming opportunities that are redundant or not suited to their particular learning needs. 

An explanation of PLA is pmvided in an earlier section of this chapter. 

It is not a new idea thai academic level is a reliable predictor of an individual's 

fkquency of invoIvement in duit education and training activities. Thomas' (1988) 

research, which predates the Sîatistics Canada (1999) publication, had similar findings. 

However, his findings relating to the reasons why an aduit learner engages in lifelong 

Ieaming activities ciiffer h m  the Statistics Canada hdings inasmuch as he descnies the 

addt leamer as somegne who may or may not have a cIear reason for engaging in a 

leaming actiyity. He fond that adult leamers sometimes showed some ambivaience 

regardmg their specific interest in the attainment of new knowledge. Frequently they did 

not state a specific work-related reason for their mvolvement, Statistics Canada hdings 

conclude that aduit leamers have clear reasons for engaging in learning activities. 



Many adults who took part in Thomas' study sbted that they were interesteci in 

learning opportunities in order to gain an understanding of their personal life experiences 

and to explore new ideas openly with other learners. Thomas's (1988) data Fortrays the 

adult leamer as an individual who has experienced and has been hfiuenced by numerous 

life events. He expiains that these experiences need to be processed and understood so 

that an individuai can assimilate additional new information during f m e  leaming 

opportunities. 

Characteristics of the Adult Learner 

With regard to the characteristics of addt learners, MacKeracher (1996) organizes 

these into five areas: physiologicai factors, past expaiences, t h e  perspectives, the self, 

and self-direction. She is carefid to explain that the characteristics are interrelated even 

though she discusses them separately. She believes that each characteristic needs to be 

considered and assessed when planning duit Ieaming experiences. She identifies two 

physiologicai factors that significantly impact on how an adult leamer fimctions in a 

teaching-leamhg situation. These are: the individual's level of sensory acuity, and the 

speed of physicai response to visual or v d a l  stimuii. Accommodations in the teacting 

situation should provide for variations in acuity of the senses and for increased respome 

time. These accommodations will determine the success or failure of the learning 

experience much more accurately than any modifications to the curriculum. 

The variety and type of past expenences an addt has encountered in life are 

significant factors to consider when assessing an duit Ieamer in a patticular leamhg 

setting. In this regard, MacKeracher (1996) descnbes the aduIt as a composite of 

previous life experiences. In other words, the adult's reaiity is constantly being rnodfied 

in response to the experiences occiirring as a resuIt of ongoing life events. New 



experiences create additional "figures" on the "ground" of former experiences (p. 34). 

This evolving reality needs to be understood by the teacher and factored into the planning 

of adult learning opportunities. MacKeracher points out that the amount of time allotteci 

to the adult learner to absorb what they have iearned during the leamhg experience can 

hinder or help the learning process. Addt leamers need to be provided with sufficient 

tirne and psychologicai support in order to gain an understanding of their previous 

experiences. Without ttiis accommodation, attempts at new learning may contlict with 

previously held beliefs, and the adult will have difficuity synthesizing this new 

information. 

Adults generally have an estabIished sense of self III spite of this, as MacKeracher 

(1996) points out, the individuais may or rnay not be able to verbalize a clear statement of 

their needs as leamers; therefore, it is important that teachers consider the characteristics 

of aduit leamers when they plan leaming experiences. New learning rnay challenge an 

individuai to examine previously held beIiefs that ultimately couid result in a change in 

their established sense of seE When this happens, the adult will need to engage in a 

process of weighing the positive and negative nsks inherent in changing this image of 

self as a result of the new learning. MacKeracher reiterates the fact that aduits may 

require support and reassurance if and when they attempt to redeiïne their self- image. 

In the discussion of self'-direaion as a characteristic of adult leamers, MacKeracher 

(1996) disputes the idea that the adult lemer can be cIearIy charactexized as self-dVer:ted 

or not, She beiieves the discussion of whether aU duits are seif-directed is düfïcult 

because the dennition of the term is not cleariy understood. She points out that a 

Imowledge of the context in which this term is used is important, because an duit  

learner, in diffetent settïngs, when faced with different tasks, can exbibit varying de- 
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of self-direction. She believes that in order to have a thorough understanding of the adult 

learner in terms of addressing leamhg needs, the educator, in addition to assessing the 

learner's ability to be selfîlirected, should aIso consider particular situational factors. 

Aduit students' ability to be self-directed in the leamhg setting can be impacted by: 

fluctuations in personal energy levels, pressures h m  demands and stress in other aspects 

of their lives, personal motivation for enterhg inta the learning activity, and their ability 

to handle anxiety. 

Merriam and Csarella (l991), uniilce MacKeracher (1996) do not have any 

reservations about characterizhg adult leamers as self-directed. Based on reported 

hdings, they estimate that 90% of the adult popdation is mvolved in at least one self- 

directed learning activity in any given year. They point out that adult educators need to 

understand that this self-directed styIe of leaming does not occur in a predictable linear 

fashion. An individud's learning is constantly impacted by numaous variables that are 

occuxring in their lives, such as avaïlable time, resources, and motivation. Based on this 

perspective of self-directed Ieaming and the prevalence of this style of adult leaming, 

Merriam and Cafferella challenge adult educators to ask themselves ifcurrent formai 

instructional programs for aduits and the role of the educator in these activities should be 

modïfied to encourage a greater degree of self-directecl learning. 

From a different perspective, Candy (1991) iç careful to explain that when the term 

seif-directed is used in the context of educatiouaI activities it has two dimensions that are 

intuitively Iinked and are related to the process and product of the leamhg activity, rather 

than a characteristic of the individual. He refers to Iearning activities m which the 

outcome of the experience is clear and the leamers are encouraged to determine the way 

they wiU achieve the desired outcornes and to identi@ the resources they wiii cal1 upon to 



assist themselves. Adult educators, who have an awareness of these dimensions, are 

carefd to ensure that the aim of a pdcu la r  learning activity is clear. This understanding 

provides for modifications to the learning activity so that it will either promote self- 

directedness in supporthg self-managing leaaers in the process of learning, or self- 

directedness because this awareness encourages aduits to be more involved and 

autonomous in choosing what is to be leam& Regardles of the dimension of self- 

directedness in a Ieaming activity, Candy is of the opinion that ail learning activities are 

social activities, because the individual is part of some group or society that provides the 

social justification and motivation for the learning. 

As part of his characterization of the adult kamer, Eastmond (1998) lis& certain 

features including the fact that aduit leamers value interactivity and look for it in leaming 

experiences. As leamers they want Iearning oppommities that provide for seG 

directedness. In other wonis, they value experiential learning and want the &dom to 

choose learning opportunities tiiat fit their professionai needs and their developmental 

mge  in life. According to Eastmond, adults prefer Ieamhg activities that are based on a 

constructivist mode1 and are offered in an envirorlment that promotes democracy. Th& 

preference requmS tbu the leaming expeiences ocnu m an environment that mcCD the 

leamer's need for a sense of community, even if there is a separatïon of teachers and 

students, as often occurs in distance learning opportuuities. Adults value a level of 

interactivity in their Iearning and look for this kind of dialogue on every Ievel: with the 

institution, their teachers, and other learners. 



Adult Learning Principles 

Knowles' (1978, 1980, I989), and Knowles and Associates (1984), formulated six 

main assumptions about adult leamers, which have withstood the test of the.  Four of 

the six assumptions are presented in this section because they are relevant for this 

particular çtudy. One of these assumptions describes the adph as an individual who at 

tirnes can be either a dependent or selfklkted leamer. in other words, when aduit 

leamers have a clear sense of the personai gain that will be reaIized during the learning 

process, they expect to be involvecl in the planning and the evaluation of the learning 

process. They want to be self-directed if the outcome is evident, whereas duit  leamers 

who do not have a clear understaudhg of the expected outcome of the Iearning activity 

may appear to be more dependent, requiring more assistance and direction in defining 

their specific leaming goal. 

Another of Knowles' (1980) assumptions emphasizes the importance of the volume 

and nature of the adult's Iife experiences in the Iearning process. These experiences, 

either positive or negative, can have an impact on the Ieamer and eitha facilitate or 

inhibit fuaher learning. For this reasou, any adult l&g oppommities should be 

stnictured to include experiential techniques with a focus on practicai applications- in 

this way, the aduIt leamer's former life experiences cm be explored and mderstood in 

light of the lemhg experience. 

The two other assumptions (Knowles & Associates, 1984) deai with readiness to Ieam 

and orientation to leaming. Regardhg readiness: this readiness can occur naturaiiy as the 

resuit of an individuai's movement into a particuiar deveIopmental stage, or it can be 



triggered by e x p o m  to certain activities or events. These occurrences create in addts an 

interest or readiness to leam specific information at a time when it will be most relevant 

to them. Regarding orientation to learning: when adults are exposed to certain events they 

can clearly see what knowIedge they have and where the gaps exist in what they do 

how. They are often interested in gainhg infoxmation that will equip them to hande 

better a cment reaiity in their life situations. 

Cross (198 l), in her work, descn'bes the adult leamer using two hmeworks: the 

Chain of Response (COR) and the Characteristics of the AduIt Leamer (CAL) models. 

Both models are based on the beiief that an individuai's seif-concept and attitude to 

education are two signtficant psychologieal chamcteristics that impact on an iniiividd's 

decision to become invoIved in leaming activities. 

The Chain of Response (COR) model defies the factors that motivate adults to 

participate in leaming. This mode1 descrilies a number of elements that are interrelated. 

These include self-evaluation, attitudes about education, importance of making and 

meeting goals, life transitions, opporhmities and barriers, information about the 

environment and participation in it. Cross (1 981) points out in her model how the 

interaction of these elements does not dways occur in a linear and predictable fashion. 

Her research calls attention to the fact that the primary motivation for an aduIt's 

involvement in a leaming activity is internai. Her model reinforces the concept that the 

previous experiences of an individual and his or her evaiuation of these experiences wiii 

have an impact on an adult's willingness to become involved in future leaming 

oppomiaities. 

The Characteristics of Ad& Leamers (CAL) model depicts the combination of 

personai and situational characteristics with regard to their impact on aduit leamïng. 



Cross (Tg8 1) deveioped this model in an attempt to motivate the duit educator to utilize 

diçtinetly different strategies when teachhg the adult, rather tban relying on the strategies 

used in teachhg a child. The model presents personal characteristics that describe the 

adult Ieamer, and the situational factors describe the conditions under wiiich the iearning 

takes place. The situational variables are usualiy expressed as dichotomies: part-time 

versus tiill-time leaming, and volmtary versus compuisory leaniing. 

With regard to personal characteristics, Cross (1982)' as part of her CAL model 

presents what she refers to as a personai characteristic schemata that has three 

dimensions: physicai characteristicdaging, mciocuiturai characteristics/life phases, and 

psycliologicai characteristics/developmental stages. As she points out, educators need to 

think différently about each of the personal characteristics in the CAL modei. As she 

The physiobgicai continuum caüs for an ducational sbnce that is largeiy 
adaptive and adjustive.. .The educator's mle on the sociocultural continuum of 
CAL is aiso adaptive and adjustive, this t h e  with the emphaSis on adjustment.. . 
the d e  of the educator on this continuum [dwelopmentaI stage] should 
be described as challenges. @p. 239-241) 

She reminds adult educators to consider dl three continua in the planning of leaming 

experiences. Using the model as a planning h e w o r k  wiil ensure that the learniag 

opporhniities wiii suit a diverse population of aduits because the full spectrum of 

personal characteristics of the adult will have been assessed and will provide the basis for 

the seIection of effective teaching practices. 

In referen~e to aduit leamhg principles, Cahoon (1998) emphasizes the importance of 

an adult's Me experiences and social sinrations as motivators for aduits to become 

involveci in Ieaming situations. As he sees it, aduîts Iike to apply their Ieaming to 



practical situations. They vdue being able to access and use information quickly. He 

points out that aduIts who commit to Ie-g opportunities are making increased 

demands for flexiiility with regard to tirne, place, and delivery of their learning 

opportunities. Adults expect educational institutions to make these accommodations so 

they can meet their leaming needs while baIancing their personal, family, and work 

responsibilities. 

Slotnick, Pelton, Fuller, and Tabor (1993) support the finding that adults' previous 

learning throughout their lives places them in a better position to continue learning 

because, as they explain, adults enter Ieaming enWonments with a specific need to know. 

Their motivation is more life @mess) ceutered than pcoduct (content) centered. As they 

see it, the motivators for adults in learning situations are interna1 and personaily denned. 

The findings of Slotnick et d. about adult Ieamers support those of Knowles and 

Associates (1984) who state that a sense of self-esteem, a desire for a better quality of 

life, greater self-confidence, and self-actualization motivates adults, rather than the 

factors that motivate children, such as the reward of grade attaiament. Slotnick et al. 

note that aduits vaiue internai rewards for their efforts and often decide for thernsetves if 

they have met their go&. 

Slotnick et ai. (1993) explain that aduits generally recognize their need to leam and 

ofien decide to fulfiii these needs based on a t h e  h e  determined by themselves. 

Aduit learners want a clear exphnation of the Ieaming outcomes to be achieved as a 

resuit of the learning experience- In other words, they want to ensure that the 1e-g 

activiîy wilI address their paaicular ne& accurateIy. These authors refute those who 

imply that because of age aduits are somewhat disadvantaged with respect to leaniing 

because of age. They point out that some of the behaviours exhiiited by oIder aduits 



when re-entering a learning situation are often inaccuately interpreted as an inabiiity to 

leam because of age. Many of these so-called learning difEculties are resolved if the 

information is presented at a slower pace in a noncornpetitive enviromnent 

Adult Ieamers fiequently becorne interested in entering a leaming situation for a 

variety of reasoas throughout their lives. Their individual characteristics, iheir previous 

life experiences, and their stage of physiological and psychological development are 

important consideraiions that the adult educator should keep in mind when planning a 

leaming experience. Adult educators who can plan, design, and deliver fearning 

experiences for addts based on the above considerations wiii promote student success 

and encourage participation in iifelong leaming. 

In addition, Slotnick et ai. (1993) point out that adults in the cunent social context 

often are expected to manage multiple demands on their tirne and fiscai resources, 

Educators are now examining the use of educational technologies to address the 

affordability and accessiiility issues that create barriers for ad& who wish to pamcipate 

in learning activities. 

A Distriiuted Learning Environment 

The concept of a distri'buted leaming environment has evolved in response to a 

number of factors. One main factor is that adult leamers are looking for accessiile, 

affordable, and in many instances,just in rime l e h g  experiences to address their 

personai and vocational learning needs- Another factor is adult Ieaxners are demauding 

qttaiity Iearning eXpenences that suit their Iearning styles, foster student success, and help 

them to meet their individuaiïzed goals accordhg to their own scheduie. Still another 



factor is the many technological advancements in the area of communication that have 

b e n  applied to the teaching and learning process. 

Faced wi* this situation, duit  educators are chaiienged to integrate these factors in 

the program planning and at the sarne t h e  to ensure that adult leamhg principles are not 

compromised. Addressing this challenge in a distniuted leaxning environment involves 

decisions about the appropriate use of technology in the teaching and learning process, 

the design and plan of technology-based leaming oppominities, and lemer supports 

required to promote student success in a distnbuted Iearning environment. 

A Descri~tion of a Distn'buted Learning Environment 

A distriiuted leaming environment encompasses traditional distance learning 

activities and broadens these opportunities to include di teaching and learning activities 

that invoIve a separation of facuity, leamers, and resources (i.e.,content, people, 

activities, communities, services) for part or all of the leaming experience. A distniuted 

l e d g  environment uses leamer-centered, problem based, collaborative, and authentic 

approaches to learning. Technology is one of a variety of options that can be used in this 

environment to enhance communication and interaction for the lemers, during the 

delivery of the curriculum and in the provision of leamer supports. According to AngeI, 

Knibb, and Sjolin (1999), a distributed Ieamïng environment provides the intiastnicm 

to create a totaiiy vüttd learning commimity of teachers and leamers. 

Amro~riate Use of Technolow in Education 

Johnson (1995) traces the history of techdogies in the education sector beginning in 

the Iate 1960s and early 1970s. Ditring the early days when technologies were being 

introduced, the courses offered by educationai institutions d y  related to 

understanding the mechanics of the emerging technoIogies. The computer courses 



focused on programming hguages so the technologies couid be used to perfotm 

required tasks. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, educationd institutions in response to 

their mandates started to explore the use of the same technologies for the delivery of 

learning opportunities. Johnson sees this progression of technologies in education as a 

positive move for the adult learner. The use of technologies in teaching and Iearning 

ailows the teachers and aduIt Iearners to have improved access to resources. in this way, 

learning is enhanced. Today, addt Iearners have more opportunities for the safe and 

repetitive practice of skiiis using technobgy because the variables can be manipulated 

fiequently. Johnson, however, wams against the indiscriminate use of technoIogies in 

education. He points out that technology is not a panacea enhancing a l l  learning 

opportunities. He cautions that the use of technology can be destructive, especially if 

there is a mismatch arnong the Iearning activity, Iearning outcomes, and the capabilities 

of specific technology. He gives as an example the transference of the text of a textbook 

to printed text on a computer screen. This change in the source of the text may increase 

access to the content of the book, but it does not ntcessarily enhance the learning activity 

of d g  the text for the leamer. 

As Bates (1997) sees it, the use of technology in the teaching and learning 

environment is a requirement if an educationai institution is to remain viable. He 

supports the use of the Internet because of its 1lem'bility with regard to a varïety of course 

designs and delivery models. He cIaims that technology needs to be integrated into aü 

aspects of the organizaîion's stnrcture if it is to be accepted. if this is not done, he 

predicts that the move to technobgy-based teaching and Ieaming methods will not be 

valued by facdty and will be viewed as sornething added on by the institution. Blackett 

(1998), tw, endorses the use of technology in education. He predicts a signifïcant shift in 



control from the tacher to the çtudent in the teaching-learning process with the use of 

technslogy. As he explains, the Ieamers wiU assume more control over the Pace and 

timing of their leaming, and the use of technology wiii aiiow leaming to be fieed h m  

place and time constraints. He supports the use of technologies that have a broad range 

of applications and that are selected on the basis of enhancing the leamhg process. 

With regard to the use of technologies in the teaching-learning process, MacDonald 

(1998) supports technologies such as audiographics and audio leamhg because they are 

affordable and quite portable. These technoIogies have the potential to enhance learning 

for individuais who are uncornfortable in large group settings, because they ailow smaiier 

groups at a distance fiom the delivery site to participate actively in the larger Iearning 

group. He points out that in order for techology to enhance the teaching and Iearning 

environment it shouid be transparent; that is, it shouid serve as a medium for the learning 

activity and not be the focai point. This objective can only be achieved in situations 

where the users have deveioped a skiii 1eveI and comfort with the equipment and its 

applications. 

Many authors (e.g., Blackett, 1998; Milliron & Miles, 1998; Reed & Beaudoin, 1993) 

endorse the use of technology in education. M i b n  and Miles claim that teaching 

excellence and the human and interactive aspects of the Ieaming process need not be 

jeopardized by the use of technoIogy. They caution that technology shouid not be a 

distraction but rather an entiancement in the teaching and learning process. Milliron and 

Miles, as weU as Blackett, agree that if technology is integrated into the learning 

experience appropnately, lemers wiii have the opportunity to take more control of their 

Iearning. M W n  and Miles predict that as society moves to the point where au 

individuai's use of technology becomes a basic Iiteracy skiil similar to readmg and 



writiug, these predictions about the value of technology in education will become 

realities. Although Reed and Beaudin suppoa the use of technology in education, their 

only hesitation about its use stem from the fact that a significant investment of tirne, 

training, and resources is necessary in the preliminary stages for al1 who are involved in 

the learning experiences. This investrnent helps the users to develop coddence in the 

technology and an understanding of its capabilities. ïhey predict that if tbis investment 

does not occur, an attitude of resistance or non-compIiance wiU develop, This reaction 

couid detract fkom the intended benefits of introducing technology in education. 

Another concem with the use of technology in education is the nsk of creating a class 

structure among learners, if technology is not available to aII learners. Tapscoti (1997) 

has a similar concern. He fears that educational institutions in attempting to open access 

to learning could unintentionally create a situation that could potentidy exclude a part of 

society that does not have basic technology skills, thus creating a barrier to lifelong 

learning opportunities for some individuals. 

Even though the integration of technology into education is very forward thinking, 

writers Iike Roy (1998) emphasize the fact that educators need to have an eye to the past 

during the planning stages of a program. She also reminds educators that important 

lessons cm be Iearned h m  previous attempts to introduce new methodologies in the 

teaching and leamhg process, especially ifd of the possiile impiications for the leamer 

and leaming process have not been considered before the implementation of a program. 

She uses the example of the move in the 1960s and 1970s to introduce large lecture style 

classes. She points out that this decision stilI has a negative impact on leaming activities 

m educational settings today. She cautions that the Iure of cost savings, which may 

eventuaiiy be reaiized with the use of technology, should not be the primary focus of the 



decision regardhg its introduction. Decisions that impact the learning process can have 

sïgificant and long-term implications for teachers and learners. Roy predicts that 

today's educators have the opportunity to safeguard the qua& of the learning process 

while realizing cost savings, provided a broad perspective is maintained and the process 

of introducing technology is done in a strategic and planned manner. She aiso cautions 

educators that technoIogy will not correct all of the ills that exist in some teaching and 

le-g situations. In fat, she points out that the use of technology may result in an 

even larger negative impact on learners, because the Iess desirable methods of teaching 

that exist in an institution can be delivered to a iarger audience, at a faster pace. In her 

view, technology is a tool that can enhance a weii-planned Ieaming experience. If it is 

used effectiveiy, technology wiii iiierate bah the student and teacher h m  the 

boudaries of the classrwm. This enhanced learning environment wiil d o w  the teacher 

to provide leamers with opportunities for greater self-direction and more opportunities 

for reflection on their leaming. 

in addition to the authors mentioned previously in this chapter, Bates (1997) and 

MacDonald (1998) aiso support the use of technologies in the teaching and leamhg 

process. The wide variety of technology that exist make it important for the teacher and 

leamer to develop some basic Literacy with regard to technology, so that the technology 

enhances and does not detract h m  the learning process. Roy (1998) notes that this 

situation wiil unly happen if institutions commit time, energyf and resources to the 

implernentation of technology, and if institutions put a strategic pIan in action. He aIso 

points out that educators need support with th& role tr;msfomation h m  that of teacher, 

as a delivera of kts, to that of facilitator using technologies to promote student success. 



Desiaine Technolow-Based Leaminq 

The learning experiences that utilize technoloy require specific design features. In 

addition, the characteristics of the lemer need to be considered in the design of thesc 

experiences. Conti and Kolody (1998) remind adult educators that in designing learning 

oppominities for adults they should utilize a h e w o r k  that considers the major elements 

of the teaching-leamïng transaction: the teacher, the leamer, the content, and the 

situation. Based on a knowledge and understanding of the interaction of each of these 

elements as they relate to the specific teaching-Iearning activity, the p l a ~ e r  wiU be 

prepared to select delivery methods that are appropriate for the leaming activity. 

In designing technology-based leaming, teachers shodd begin by examining their 

personal educational philosophies in order to assess their beliefi about learning and the 

leaqer. According to Conti and Kolody (1988), the fact that the teacher's instructional 

style is based on these beliefs will determine the leveI of control the teacher requires in 

the teaching-leaming process, and will impact on the choice of methodologies used If 

teachers need to control the sequencing of material, they will have difficulty with tfie use 

of the Internet in the teaching-leaming process because it is an open-ended proces. ïhe 

incorporation of the World Wide Web 0 into the Iearning experience cm direct 

leamers, but cannot control them in their exploration of a topic. 

With regard to types of leamers, Conti and Kolody (1998) have identifieci five types of 

leamers: navigators, monitors, criticai thinkers, engagers, networkers, These types have a 

fairIy equai representation in any group of leamers. KnowIedge of the characteristics of 

these broad categories of leamers will guide teachers in their choice of a technology- 

based method that will address a broad range of Iearning styles and wiii f d t a t e  the 

teaching-Ieaming process successflllly. Throughout the leaming experience, the teacher 



wiii continuaDy be required to provide modifications to the technology, in order to 

address individuai leamer's needs as they become apparent 

Conti and Kolody (1998) encourage adult educators to assess tte course or program 

content before choosing a technology-based method, because this is an important initial 

step in deterrnining how to proceed with designing particular learning activities. This 

assessment is a two-step process: assessing the curriculum and deteminhg the learning 

outcornes. The assessment wili determine if the curriculum requires a specific 

sequencing of topics and the examination of the outcomes wiii determine the level of the 

cognitive and skill-based leaming that is expected in the activity. lf the curriculum 

requires a specific sequencing of the topics in order for the materiai to be understood by 

the learner, then minimai use of the WWW will be encourageci in the initiai stages of the 

activity, because the intemet is openadeci. if the leaming outcomes focus on the 

memorization of certain facts rather than the application of the information to a probIem, 

then technologies that promote repetitive activities wiU be more suited to the learning 

activiîy. 

Conti and Kolody (1998) aiso recommend assessing situationd factors. This 

recomrrmedation refers to the examination of the larger contem of the le-g 

environment and involves conditions "that prevaii during the learning that are not the 

personal or psychoIogical attriiutes of the leamer or teacher" @. L 39). Included in this 

assessment is a review of the mission and vision of the organization as it relates to the 

goal of providing leaming oppommities. It aIso includes assessing the avaiiability and 

accessiility of facilities and equipment, and the cornmitment of the orgimktion 

regarding the provision of resources to support services for the teacher and Ieamer 

thughout the learning experience. 
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On this same topic, Kniib (1999) cautions that too often course design is based on 

what the teachers will do in the teaching-leamhg transaction and not on the intendeci 

transformation or change in the leamer that wilI take place as a result of the leaming 

experience. If done properly, the design of the leamhg opportunity should help the 

leamer to leam more effectively and efficiently. This objective is achieved if meanin@ 

outcomes are clearly stated and activities îhat lead to the attainment of these outcomes are 

developed. A central feature of leaming design includes creating an experience that 

elicits performance and irausformation on the part of the leamer, and provides 

opportunities for feedback h m  the instnictor or facilitator on an ongoing basis. 

With regard to the use of the Internet as a methodology in designing technology-based 

learning, Gilbert (1998) endorses its use because the magnitude and breadth of sources of 

information that are available to the leamer are remarkable. The internet offers a 

potential advantage that promotes self-directed leamhg opportunities and ailows Ieamers 

to contra1 thw own iearning. At the same tirne, Gilbert warns that this advantage c m  

create disadvantages for the Iearners as welI. They can become overloaded with too 

much information and have di8nculty in i d e n m g  reIiable sources of information. She 

predicts that leaming situations using the Internet wiil need to provide oppommities to 

as& leamers in identifling what needs to be leamed in order to promote their growth 

and to help them in m e e ~ g  their Iearning goals. 

The potentiai benefits of techno logy-based learning opporhmities for adult learners are 

many. For example, Eastmond (1998) beIieves tbat the Internet, as a methodology for 

l&g, is weii suited to aduIt leamers becanse many of them have the capabiîity to be 

seIf-dVectecL He points out that aduit Ieamers are weil suited to what the Internet can 

provide. They often prefer learning i h t  is linked to a bmad spectnmi of Iife experïences 



as well as opportunities for interactivity, refiection, and collaboration in their leaming 

experiences. Eastmond claims that skilled educatiod designers have the opportunity to 

individualize assignments and activities to a greater degree when using the Intexnet. This 

is achievable if the course guide suggests strategies for learning within an on-line 

environment and provides resources to assist the leamer in the virtuai world. in his view, 

"the courses shouid be designed to foster a deep leaming approach, in which students 

find enjoyment and meaning in a personaiized academic task that fits into a holistic view 

of the subject wMe eschewing =@ce leaming" (p. 38). He claims this design approach 

will assist leamers and prevent them from being overloaded with Somation that is 

anaiyzed superficially for the sole purpose of cornpleting prescribed class assignments. 

Donovan and Macklin (1999) summarize many of the previous statements related to 

technology-based learning, and claim it will resuit in enhancecl student learning and 

teact - -roductivity. ïhey remind educators that aii decisions regarding the use of 

technology in education must be based on pedagogicai goais that have been researched in 

an adult learning environment. They recommend that institutions interesteci in the 

inclusion of technoIogy in the teactring and Iearning process shouid be aware of the 

human and hanciai resources required to suppoa the teacher m the deiivery of the 

curriculum and to promote a çuccessful learning experience for the students. 

Learner Supports to Promote Student Success 

Brindley (1995) points out that many adult educators have aiiotted tirne, energy, and 

resources to the development of leamer supports in many différent educationaI venues as 

a way to improve access to learning, yet they have not paid the same attention to the 



provision of Ieamer supports in technology-based leaming venues. She M y  believes 

that the venues cleariy identi@ an institution as a Iearning-centered organization and one 

which vaIues student success as an institutional goal. She supports the concept of 

leamhg as a lifelong process. Her belief is that most individuaIs, if they are provided 

with the opportunity and with adequate and appropriate supports in a timely way, wiii be 

successful as leamers. She believes that one of the goals of forma1 Iearnùig systems is to 

assist individuals in developing into Loth independent and collaborative leamers. As she 

sees it, the individud who experiences tbis style of leaming will develop skills to take 

responsîbility for what they l em and how they leam it. She views the teaching-1e-g 

cycle as an opportunity to provide a supportive interactive process that can promote 

personal change and self-action for the leamers. 

Withregard to leaming opportunities ttiat claim to be truiy access~'ble, Brindley (1995) 

wams that unless lemer supports are a part of the planning and deiivery of the learning 

oppominity, the opportunity is not really accesslile to 4 leamers. As she points out, 

leamer services are not a static Iist of resources. She believes the development of these 

support services shouId take into account the unique and changing needs of the snidents 

being smed, as well as the institutional context in which the leaming opportunity is 

being devetoped Each organizationai restructrrring and reorganization activity that occrus 

can signScantly impact the availability of leamer supports for aü dudents, but in 

panicuiar the distant leamer who is not on-site. The resourcing of these services cannot 

be ignoreci, or a situation wüi be created in which the institutional plan and vision may 

speak of accessi'ble Iearning opportunities for al1 students, yet there will be disharmony 

between the written intent of the institution and the service delivery. 



Knibb (1999) provides a suggested iist of leamer supports including senrices in the 

following areas: orientation, admission, registration, advising and counseling, as weil as 

instructional supports. The senice goals underpinning the provision of these supports to 

adult leamers include: a) the engagement of the srudents early in the experience to 

facilitate a feeling of connection to the institution; b) the development of independent 

Iearners that inchdes their empowerment to choose the services they need to meet their 

Iearning goals; c) the pemnalization of the learning system to address various Ieaniing 

sryles; d) the democratization of services for on-site and at a distance leamers; e) and the 

empowennent of faculty involved in the leaming oppommity. Eastmond (1998) 

emphasizes the importance of support mechanisms for individu& studying at a distance 

h m  an institution. He supports the principks and the types of Iearner services that 

Knibb (1999) and Brindley (1995) have outiîned. In addition, Easmiond emphasized the 

human aspects of the interactions that f d t y  bave with distance studeuts, as being a 

critical suppon service mechanism. He believes that interactions shouId be "caring and 

stimulating. - .using a variety of techniques to ediven the course . . . pmviding individual 

attention in private messages while providing summarizing comments in generai 

discussions" (p. 39). 

As Sherron and Boettcher (1997) point out, an miportant aspect of an institution's 

shift to a new paraclip of deiivery of leaming opporhmities m a dimiuted learning 

environment is ensuring that a i i  stakeholders have a ctear understanding ofthe vision of 

the o r m o n  regardhg this leaming strategy. Addressing the new and emerging 

oppommities that are king presmted by the advancernents in techology and the 

changing ne& of leamers is possiile once there is consensus on the part of ail 

stakehdders about this institutiond vision. This understanding wiii Iay the groundwodc 



for the development of the necessary alliances between the semice and academic sectors 

of an institution internally, and between the learners and the institution extemdly. If 

attention is not given to an understanding of the strategic direction as stated in the 

institution's vision statement and its achievement, the distriiuted leamhg activities will 

be fragmented, resource docation to leamer supports will be insufficient, and students 

will become disentianchised fiom the institution. Sherron and Boettcher emphasize the 

fact that this exercise of refocusing the activities of the institution in keeping with the 

vision shodd be revisited fiequently, because of the rapidly changhg ne& of lemers, 

the Ieaming environment, and society. 

Summary of the Literature Review 

Educational institutions that are attempting to meet the challenge of providhg 

lifelong leaniing oppornulities which will address the learning needs of a diverse society 

are required to balance the demand for accessiiility of learning opportunities for a broad 

spectnxm of adults with the need to maintain the integrity of the le-g expexiences. 

Educators need an understanding of the characteristics and needs of the adult leamer so 

that these unique needs, based on physiologicai, sociocdtural, and devetopmentd 

reaIities, are addressed during the leaming opportunities. in addition, the teaching 

strategies utilized require modifications, especidy if they are geared to younger students. 

Addt leamers, throughout their lives, are looking for learaing oppominities that 

enhance their persona.Ï growth, and develop and expand their vocational skiiis. These 

lifelong learning oppommities, which benefit the individuai and society, are occirrring in 

traditional and noniraditionai settings and are prompting changes in educational 

institutions. This fact requires addt educators to re-examine and modifl admission 



requirements, course and program formats, and delivery methods in order to meet the 

needs of the adult leamer. 

AduIt educators cm take advantage of cunent techaological advances in addressing the 

need for flexible and accessiiIe leaming opportunities for society. Mtutions that 

strategicaiiy plan the incorporation of ducational technologies into the teaching and 

leaming process by making a cod tmen t  of t h e  and resources for teachers and 

students to become knowledgeabIe and cornfortable with the technologies will be 

successful. Technology provides enhancernents to the leamhg oppominity if the 

appropriate design techniques and are into the 

experience. 

in the next chapter, 1 describe how a distn'buted Iearning environment was used to 

provide an accessible leamhg experience that was flexiiIe with regard to its location. 

n i e  context is a group of M t  leamers, geographically separateci h m  the main campus 

of a coiiege, who took part in a personal financiai planning course. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 

This study involves the description of a pilot study in which the curriculum for a 

college Ievel course, Personai Financial Planning (PFP), was deiivered usuig 

audiographic technology. This study was undertaken to gather information regarding the 

effectiveness of a specific educational technology as a deIivery mode that was used in a 

distriiuted leaming environment. 1 assumed that the data collected h m  the various 

stakeholder groups involved in the study would have an impact on the fiiture pIanning 

and delivery of accessiile lifelong leaming opportunities at the comrnunity coiiege where 

1 work. 

Contest of the Stndy 

1 am employai as the Campus Operations Leader at a satellite campus of the 

college. In 1995, the whole college including the sateXites went through asignificant 

restructuring of its administrative and imctional areas. The reason for the 

restructuring was threefold: the coiiege had experienced a signifïcant reduction in 

funding because of a new govemment policy regarding publicly frmded educational 

institutiods; the college had decided to begïn using appropriate educationaI technologies 

in order to provide open access to learning opportimities; and the consmner had begtm 

demanding educational oppomtnities that offeted fiexibility with regard to tirne and 

' location. 
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The coliege's restructuriug was intended to promote changes in alI of the service and 

academic areas of the coliege's operations related to the delivery of programç. The 

impact of th- changes in turn would result in the role redefition of many employee 

ciassifications at the coilege, especiaiiy those involved in the delivery of its programs. 

The Communitv Environment 

Concurrent with the restructuring at the coliege, prospective students in the 

communities in which the coliege's satellite campuses were located had identifieci 

barriers to learning opportunities especially for those who wished to access work-related 

training. To remedy this problem, the Human Resources Development Office- 

Govemrnent of Canada (HRDC) spearheaded discussions that foc& on increasing each 

community's capacity to meet the personal and professionai needs of the individuais 

living in that community. HRDC's goal was to provide educatiod opporninities for the 

community so that people could access the required knowledge and skiiis they needed 

either to secure or retain employment. In other words, they would have enough income 

to ensure an acceptable quality of life and therefore be independent of govmment 

subsidies. 

With regard to the people in the comrnunity, most were aware of the need to keep their 

skills and lmowiedge current in order to remain competitive in the workplace, especialiy 

in a knowledge-based society. Related to this need w m  competing demands on an th& 

tirne that occurred as a result of family and work demands. As a d e ,  adults faced with 

these realities are attracted to learning opportunities that offer them some flmiility with 

regard to the time andlor Iocation of the deIivery. 



Addressinp the Various Contexts 

As a way to realize the vision outlined in the college's restnicturing documents with 

regard to enhancing leamers' success and their access to learning opportunities, a 

decision was made to endorse a college-wide learning approach refmed to as a 

distriiuted leaming environment, This approach was adopted to increase flexibility in 

the learning environment and to enhance the college's profiie in a highiy cornpetitive 

training market. 

To support the operationalization of a distniuted learning envirotuneng the college 

allocated limited fiscal and human resources to the development of leaming opportunities 

that would address the learning needs of adults who took courses offered on campus, as 

weU as of those who prefetted to study at home. This latter group included individuals 

who were either geograpbicaily close to or at a distance h m  the coiiege campus. The 

distriiuted leaming environment was stnictured in such a way that, at any point in the 

learning process, the students could interact with facuity and staff, regardas of time and 

geography. These interactions included face-to-face communications, interactions 

facilitated by the use of educational technology, telephone access, and E-mail contacts. 

AU these interactions had to be stnictured and supported. 

As evidence of the college's cornmitment to the establishment of a distriiuted learning 

enWon~llent, senior administration established targets and tirnelines for the conversion of 

curricuium based on traditionai deiivery methods to the use of alternative deiivery 

methods and then comrnunicated this information to staff and faculty. To support these 

ambitious plans, the college established the Bell Institute for Leaming Design (Bm) 

staff4 by seconded f d t y  trained as Ieaming designers. The BiLD served as a resome 



for front-line facdty and staff who were involved in the transition to this new learning 

environment. 

During this tirne of change, the college's administration asked the satellite campuses 

to examine their mandates in light of the new directives. This request required each 

satellite campus to provide their specXc community with an access point to the post- 

secondary opportunities available at the main campus. According to the new directives, 

the delivery of on-site, full-the, post secondary pmgrams using traditional teaching 

methods would no longer be available at the sateiiite campuses, because the resources 

needed and the required hfhsmcture for the deiivery of courses and supports for 

students were not available. The college's administration developed action plans for the 

satellite campuses that outlined how the mandate could be achieved through the use of 

alternative methods for curriculum delivery. 

in the satellite community where 1 work, I negotiated a plan with the local HRDC 

officer that could make use of the campus and its existing resources as a venue for 

enhancing the community's ability to access a broad array of lifelong leanüng 

opportunities for aduits. The conimunity pIan, which was devetoped in keeping with the 

mandate of the college, included the college and HRDC making initial capitai 

investments for the enhancement of the hfküucture of the campus. 

The college's announcement that it would be developing a distriiuted leaming 

environment, incIuding leamhg resource centres on aii campuses, and the establishment 

of BILD to support and to teach insbuctors and staff about this new Iearning 

environmen& was important during the negotiatian process with HRDC. At this pomf 

HRDC interpreted the news of ttiese initiatives as conlinnation of the avaïiabiiity of a 



wide array of courses and programs to meet the diverse leanwig needs of the 

communities in which the college had a campus location. Those who were negotiating 

this arrangement îïnaiiy reached consensus and agreed upon the foliowing objectives. In 

brief the community-based project would aim to: 

1. Estab iish delivery efficiencies in the provision of services and programs to the 

community. 

2. Use alternative delivery methods at the coiiege to enhance access to training 

opportunities for duits in a variety of communities. 

3. Customize the provision of s e ~ c e  (programming h m  the academic upgrading 

level through to the certificate and diploma levels) in order to meet the defined needs of 

the cornmunity profile. 

WRDC provided funding for the capitol expenditures incurred in the establishment of 

an opeu-access learning lab at Campus B. The college imdertook structural modifications 

at the campus in order to provide a suitable space for 30 multimedia cornputer 

workstations in an open learning area. In addition, the coliege had the hardware 

connectivity to the main campus enhanced during the renovations. It also purchased the 

equipment required for the use of audiographic learning technology o s  i=mpus for 

curriculum delivery. 

Assessrnent of the Need 

1 decided that a formaiized needs assessrnent to determine if the Personai Financial 

Planning course shouid be delivered using audiograpiiic technology wouid not be needd  

ï h e  rationaie for this decision was based on two factors: as Campus Qperations Leader, 1 



had at my disposal recent sources of data fiom a Vanety of sources that supported such an 

undertaking. As an emgioyee of the coiIege at a satellite campus for 12 years and as a 

member of the community for over 15 years, 1 was aware of the community's interest in 

accessing a broader array of training opportunities, Actuaiiy, a detailed telephone survey 

of the community asking for input about the role of th? campus in the community and the 

type of programs and offerings needed had been conducted during the preceding year as a 

part of the campus restnicturing project. The analysis of the responses h m  tbis s w e y  

supported the conclusion that individuaIs in the community, by virtue of living at a 

distance fiBorn the main campus, had many difficuities accessing leaming opportunities 

that were of interest ta them andlar were required to retain their employment. This 

suntey also drew attention to the fact that the recent decrease in the availability of 

financial assistance h m  the government, in the form of student luans, made travelling to 

the main campus an unredistic expectation. 

Data drawn fiom the Pua-Time S~irdies Provincial Swey,  in which our coilege 

participates every 2 years, also provided important data It c o h e d  the fact that one of 

the most important factors which influenced an individual's choice in picking a specific 

course was the avaiiabiiity of the course at the campus in ciosest proximity to where the 

person lived, 

Campus records were another good source of data, because these showed that the 

community had an intgest in takmg courses at the campus. More imp~rtantly~ these 

records pointed out a high frequency of ciass cancellations because of insufficient 

registrations in many courses because the tuhion h m  a smaii number of students wouid 

not cover the delivery costs of the course. Firrtfier analysis of campus data tabuiated h m  



course evaiuatiom caiied attention to the fact that the courses offered by the college were 

ranked as good or excellent, connrming the belief that the low nmber of regisüants in 

some courses was not a quality or satisfaction issue but rather one of population size. 

The dilemma facing the campus was not going to be resolved easily. The rapid 

changes occurring in ai i  work environments required that employees in a variety of work 

settings update their skiiis in order to swive in a changing job market, Another 

significant fact was that the community served by the campus was not experiencing a 

substantial increase in population: therefore, recruiting sufficient registrants to justify the 

offering of the courses requested presentd challenges. 

The data supported the need for educational institutions such as the coliege to continue 

to offer a variety of course offerings, but to do so in a manner that provided open access 

for individuals who did not live in close proximity to the main campus. From the 

perspective of the college, the provision of courses using educational technology was one 

way to meet the learning needs of small groups of individuals who were located in 

various geograptiical locations at a distance h m  the main campus. 

Planning the Study 

1 chose Caffiarella's (1994) interactive Mode1 for Program Planning in this study for 

the foiiowing reasons. The mode1 provided me with the fiexibiiity required in mounting 

a study that involved multiple stakeholders who had a variety of vested mterests in the 

outcornes of the study. The mode1 encourages the pIanner to consider planning as a 

process that consists of a set of interacting and dynamic elements that need to be 

considered as the planner desigus the program. The specific components and ordering of 



substantial increase in population, therefore recruiting sufficient registrants to just* the 

offering of the courses requested, created chailenges. 

The data supporteci the need for educationai institutions such as the college to 

continue to offer a variety of course oflerings, but to do so in a manner that provides open 

access for individuaIs who do nat Iive in close proximity to the main campus. From the 

perspective of the coIlege, the provision OP courses using educational technologies was 

one way to meet the learning needs of small groups of individuais who are located in 

various geographical locations at a distance h m  the main campus. 

Planning for the Study 

1 chose Caffarella's (1994) Interactive Mode1 for Program Planning as the outline 

to foIlow in this study. This decision was based on the fact that the mode1 provided me 

with the fiexibility requued to succeed in mounting a study that involved multiple 

stakeholders, who had a variety of vcsted interests in the outcornes of the project. 

Establishine: a Basis for the Planninc Process 

The planning of the program did not folfow a predictable linear path and a single 

event did not provide the impetus to conduct the study. As outtined in Chapter One, the 

study began as the result oEa convergence of the thinking and planning of many different 

stdceholders groups that worked at the college including educators, students, and support 

staff. These groups had as a common goal to provide quaiity programming for adults, yet 

theu own vested interests had to be examined at various times throughout the study, 

because of the impact this new delivery mode had on t ' e u  estabrished roles and pmctises. 

I wiIl discuss this issue in greacer details later in the chapter. 



audiographic technology wouid contribute valuable information that the coiiege could 

use in its planning process. They a h  determined a critical path for the study that 

inciuded an assurance that a course would be deiivered in September 1998 using an 

alternative delivery method- 

The team members h m  the campus where I was Campus Operations Leader were 

particularly enthusiastic about the defivery of a course in a new way and taking part in 

my study. They were aware of the fact bt the outcomes of the study could have long- 

term implications for the viability of the campus. 

Identifie P r o m m  Ideas 

A recent needs assessrnent completed for MBS substantiated the need for and interest 

in a course on the topic of hnanciai planning. In addition to this fact, TDS registration 

data for the part-time study courses in hancial planning at ali of the coiiege locations 

had been positive. Based on this information, a 45-hour credit course entitled Personal 

Financial Planning that had been developed by the facdty in MBS in conjunction with 

the Canadiau Institute of Financial Planning, was considered a reasonable choice. Other 

reasons for choosing this particular course was the f a t  that the course (PFP) was the 

introductory course for the Certified Fiaanciai Planner (CFP) certificate designation; it 

was also a course thaî was of generai interest to the community, especially those who 

were involved in retirement planning. This course, planned as the first in the senes, had 

been designed to provide a foundation for the more technical courses in the certificate 

program of studies. The course begins with an overview of financid planning, foliowed 

by a more detailed investigation of mmaghg money, including tax implications. 

Specific planning areas dealing wiih education, investments, retirement, nsk 
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management, and estates are explored at an intmductory level. The l e d g  designers, 

famiiiar with the applications and limitations of audiographic technology for the delivery 

of curriculuq, reviewed the Ieaming outcomes, the course resources, and the teaching 

metbodologies used in the PFP course. They decided that the curriculum was suitable for 

adaptation to a new delivery method 

Since dl campuses had invested in audiographic quipment and resources h m  the 

centralized information technology department, the decision was made to expand the 

study to three campuses rather than have the delivery limited to two campuses only. This 

decision was based on the cailege's need to gain an accurate assesment, h m  a staffing 

and hardware perspective, of its techologicai capacity to support this defivery method 

m s s  the colIegels catchment area 

Prmaring for the Transfer of L e  

In preparing for the -fer of Iearning 1 ciiaired a campus meeting at Campus B 

during which 1 outlined the project's description, methodology, and intwded outcomes in 

order to be sure that di members of the campus understood the study. A similar meeting 

was heid at the other sateEte campris that was to be involved in the study. At these 

sessions the campus teams identifiai their Ieaming needs that had to be addresseci 

immediately so they could support the study in their respective locations. Some of these 

needs mcluded; testing the equipment with on-site personne1 to determine wha had 

proficiency in the use of the equipment, identifying the classrwm that would be suitable 

for the traasmissioa, and deteminhg the lead staff member who would be the on-site 

contact for the class and instmctor durhg the course. At each location 1 plamed and 

identifid s p d c  fesource individuals at the main campus who could heIp the teams. in 



addition, the instructor who was assigneci to deliver the course met with the learning 

designers so that he could become farniliar with delivery strategies wbich would be suited 

to audiographic technology. These sessions involved the practise of delivery strategies 

suited to audiographic technology, the adaptation of curent course resources for use with 

audiographic technology, and the formulation of a variety of evaIuation plans that the 

teams and I could use to assess accurately whether or not the leaming outcomes of the 

course had been achieved. 

Formulating EvaIuation Plans 

As CO-ordinator of this study, and in my role as Campus Operations Leader of our 

satellite campus, 1 was interested in gathering evaluation data based on the perspectives 

of each stakeholder group involved in the study. M e r  seeking advice fiom several 

knowiedgeable people, 1 decided to gather general anecdotal Uiformation about the 

success of the study at the two distant sites (Campus A & C), and to gather more detailed 

information h m  the stakeholders at Campus B, where 1 was located. ïhese included the 

students who took part in the course, the support team, and the instnictor who delivered 

the course. My rationale for c o n c e n ~ g  on Campus B was that I had direct 

responsibility for the study at mû location, and as the Campus Operations Leader, 1 had a 

vested interest in the study at this location because of its implications for the long-tenu 

viability of the campus. In rny view, it was important to design both formative and 

summative evaiuations so that revisions to the course deiivery couid be acted upon h m  

week to week and the students directiy involved in my study couid have every 

opportunity to be successful. 



Determinine Scheduie. Faciiities. and Staffing: Needs 

When 1 met with the campus support team, we made the decisions about the cIass 

logistics. A midweek class &y and class time (Wednesday h m  6:15 p.m. to 9:00 p.mJ 

were selected based on the advice of the learning designers who were familiar with the 

requirements of delivering a course using audiographic technology. The midweek class 

wouid provide the instructor with the time to deliver the upcoming week's lecture in 

Powerpoint format, so that the learning designers could dowdoad the lecture to the 

satellite campuses on Monday, for use on Wednesday. Altering the class tirne iÏom the 

traditional time of 7 pm. to IO p.m. was a way of securing additional technology support 

fiom the ïï department at Campus A, in the event that the staff at Campus B and C 

requiredsupport Campus A technoiogy staffworked each evening unti18 p.m. 

1 planned to adapt the classrooni setring at the Campus B to meet the specific 

requirements that would enhance the transmission of the course and promote student 

cornfort a d  success. Therefore, E arranged the fùrniture in such a way as to provide both 

an unresiricted view of the SMART board, and proximity of the students to the polycom 

so tbat the voice transmissions would be clear. 1 planned to use modifications such as 

sound bafaes and cumins that darkened the nom to optirnue the quality of the sound 

and picture. 

After the support team had been trained in the use of the audiographic equipment, 1 

provided them with manuals that outiined procedural protocols that couid be used for 

reference at a Iater date. 1 also introduced the support team to the Iearning outcornes for 

the course. 1 felt it was important that they have an overview of the course objectives and 



used for reference at a later date. I introduced these individuals to the learning outcornes 

for the course. 1 felt it was impurtant for the staff to have an overview of the course 

objectives and outcornes before the course began, so they would have a better 

understanding of the modifications they might be asked to support during the delivery of 

the course. 

Marketing Plan 

The marketing of the course occurred in two stages. When the open access 

learning Iab was cornpleted in the May of l998,I organized a community-based open 

house for invited guests. My intention was to acquaint key individuals in the community 

wiîh the capabilities and potentiaI applications of the AGT in out community. To 

facititate their understanding of the capabilities of AGT as a medium €or the deIivery of 

educational pmgramming, 1 provided a "show and tell" session during the open house. In 

conjunction with the B.I.L.D. at the Campus A, 1 arrruiged for a dernonstntion of the 

technotogy during which 1 provided the guests with an overview of the equipment. They 

were then Iead through a sarnpIe Iecture that included a short tour of the Smithsonian 

Museum in Washington using the teciuioIogy via the Internet. A facuIty member in the 

CoIlections and Conservation Management program at the colIege provided a 

comrnentary that augmented the on-line tour. We had media coverage for the open 

house. This was a good way to make the broader community aware of the capabilities 

that existed at the sateIlite campus and to encourage them to access learning opporhuiities 

at the main campus kom our satellite campus. 

ïhe second cornponent of the plan involved tisting the course description in the 

colIegets part-time studies calendar, where it was noted that the course was being 



directed to a section in the caiendar that provided a student profile outhhg the 

' characteristics of a successfui student studying in a non-traditional learning environment. 

The intention of the pronle was to encourage people who were considering the course to 

compare their learning characteristics to those of a successtiri student in a non-traditiod 

leaming environment. They were asked to decide ifthere was =me similarity. Etheir 

characteristics matched those in the profile, they cauld consider thernselves good 

candidates for this kind of program delivery. 

FoUowing the 5 months of pianning and preparation for the study, the campuses were 

prepared to deliver a course using an alternative delivery rnethod. TDS reported that 

there had been sufkient registrations at each Iocation to jus@ debvery of the course. 

At the main campus they had started a waiting list for a second intake of students because 

there was a size limitation on the room being used for the class using audiographic 

techno logy. 

Program Impkmentation 

In September 1998,s students enroiid in the class at Campus B, 20 at Campus A, and 

9 at Campus C. At Campus B, 3 of the students took the course for personal interest ody 

and 5 participants stated that their intention was to take the corne as îhe first requirement 

for the CFP designatiou, which they hoped to complete by taking additionai courses. 



At the end of each class h m  Week 2 through to Week 14, the instnictor asked the 

students at ali locations to participate in an informal formative evaluation process that 

focused on delivery issues, by responding verbaiiy to the following questions: 

What was the high point of the cIass tonight? 

y ~ J ~ t  was the low point of the class tonight? 

How can the learning environment be impmved to enhance your learning 

experience? 

The students at Campus B only were dso asked to participate in a written formative 

evaluation at Weeks 3,6, and 9, and a summative evaluation at Week 12. 

1 conducted a debriefing session with the instntctor at the end of the course. 1 asked 

hirn to assess the course h m  his perspective of delivering the curricuIurn, and ident@ 

how the use of audiographic technology had enhanced or created challenges for b. He 

was weii suited to make these assessments as he had previous experience delivering the 

curriculum using traditional methods. The inçtnictor aiso evaluated the training sessions 

pmvided by the learning designers prior to the start of the course, and the ongoing 

supports that he received h m  BILD dmhg the delivery of the course. 

The staff that supported the course delivery at Campus B participated in a focus group 

that 1 facilitateci. Their feedback specificaiiy focused on the mechanics of the course 

delivery raîher than the course content. In the focus group, the stafTwas asked to recd 

the ongoing &siom that they made during the course and to assess the impact and 

success of these mterventious. A focus group was not organized for staffat the other 

campus locations. 



One week prior to tbe start of the course, 1 met with the staff at the various campuses, 

and they aii agreed that the planning and preparations to date had been very 

mmprehensive. In addition, those who M been part of the planning and preparation 

were excited about being involveci in the new initiative. When asked about the 

professional development that had been provided, îheir feedback was very positive. The 

foliowing weekly feedback refm primarily to the information gathered at Campus B. 

1 welcomed the students to the Coiiege at Campus B, and the audiographic technology 

suite. 1 provideci an explanation of the equipment in the m m  and 1 asked each student to 

draw on the interactive SMART board. At that point, 1 introduced the campus staEwho 

were scheduled to mpport the ûammission of the program each week. I also provided 

the students with an orientation brochure specidy designed for Campus B. Next, the 

insûuctor introduced himself using the audiosystem b m  the transmission site at Campus 

A. He provided an overview of the aims and leamhg objectives of the course and then 

gave a description of the required course resources that the students wodd need ta 

purchase. In order to mate a cornfortable atmosphere in this new l d g  environment, 

the instruetor revimed the principIes goveming student and teacher etiquette durhg an 

audio conference. These principles included: only one student shodd speak at a d e ;  

students should state thW name and campus location prior to making comrnents; and 

body langwge should be huit& and voice infiections should be minimized as they are 

not understood in an audio conference, because they are not relayeci accurately. 

The graphic part of the aansmission was not available at the beginning of the class, 

due to a f i e g  of data on the hes. Although this problem was remedied quickly, the 



trammission of the Powerpoint presentation to the SMART board was slow. The 

resolution of the siides ar ail iocations was of questionable quality. The quality of the 

grapbics at Campus B was reduced because the lights could not be completely tumed off 

in the audiographic suite; otherwise the participants wodd not have been able to see 

anythïng in the room. The trial transmission sessions in the audiogmphic suite at 

Campus B, prior to the course start, had al1 occurred in the ciaytime so su£fÏcient light 

came through the curtains, but ihis did not occur at night. 

The audia cornpunent of the trammission, which had been adequate at the start of the 

class when only the instnictor was speaking, deteriorated as the students asked questions 

at the different sites. Background noise at ali thrw sites, created by moving chairs, 

coughing, and the movemeat of the instnictor when he was speaking, was also a problem. 

Students in the course at the Campus A had not understood fiom the notation in the 

part-time calendar, regarding the use of AGT, that they would be part of the mdy. 

Consequently, they were not prepared for the use of the technology in their classtoom. 

They questioned why taeu class was being usai for transmission to the other locations. 

Modifications. Foilowing the first cIass, 1 made the fouowing modincatious to the 

deiivery of the program based on discussions with the learning designer and the technicd 

support s W a t  the main campus: 

1. The Powqoint presentation wouId be imported by 5 pm- and copiai tu the bard 

drive at each location to eIiminate the poss~iiiity of the data fieezing on the lines. 

2. The site-to-site audio linkage wodd be established at 5 p.m. 

3. A common resoIution of 640x480 tmt would be used at ali sites. 

4. A Iapel microphone was purchased for the Enstructor. 
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5. FZoor larnps were purchased to provide indirect lighting where this was not 

available in the rooms, thus allowing the overhead fluorescent lights to be turned off in 

order to improve the clarity of the slides on the SMART board. 

6. The staff at ail sites would review with the students possible sources of 

background noise and the students would be shown how to activate the mute capabilities 

of the polycom. 

Week 2 - 
The quality of the visuals and sound were significantly improved during this 

transmission. 1 introduced the students to the concept of providing verbal feedback to 

the instnrctor about the session at the end of each session, 1 aiso explained the purpose 

and the process for gathering written feedback at Weeks 3,6,9 and 12. 

The students complained of fatigue during the 3-hour cIass even though the instructor 

provided breaks in the lecture presentation for off-line work sessions. They attniuted 

this fatigue to their need to concentrate for extended periods of tirne to voice-only and 

SMART board transmissions, without the body language of the insmctor to assist in the 

interpretation of the content. The lack of visual cues h m  the instnictor mated 

difficulties for the students when they were asking questions, as well as when they tried 

to aiert the insauctor to the fact that the information being delivered was coafiising to 

them. At the end of this class, the students at Campus A were informed that the 

iustructor would be transmitting the lecture h m  Campus B the foiiowing week. 

Modifications. Foiiowing the second class 1 initiated the foilowing modifications: 

1. A scheduled break was buïit mto the class tirne. It had been expected that this would 

happen during the off-line p u p  work periods, but it was not occurring at ail sites. 



2. An on-site student monitor nile was considered. This individuai would be responsible 

to alert the instructor if his presentation was not being understood, to initiate the cue for 

asking a question, as well as to distribute and coliect class materiais as needed. 

Week 3 - 
The presence of the instnictor at Campus B for transmission of the lecture was weil 

received at that location. At this tirne, 1 aiso arranged that the Week 4 lecture wodd be 

transmitted fiom Campus C. The changing of the site for the transmission was weil 

received by the students at Campus B and Campus C, as they were interested in meeting 

the instructor and having a one-onsne discussion with the instnictor about their 

upcoming assignments. 

Informa1 feedback fiom Campus A, relayed by the BILD leaming designers conhmed 

the fact that the students at Campus A were dissatisfied with use of audiographic 

technology in their ciassroom. ïhey complained that the calendar had not made it cIear 

that they would have audiographic delivery for the course. They also were upset by the 

fact that the instructor would be travelling to the other campuses. In other words, when 

they signed up for the course they had not bargained for these arrangements. 

Modifications. FolIowing the third class, 1 estabfished the foliowing modifications: 

1. The slideshow downloading was moved to 3 pm. to avoid the " d i ~ e r  tirne" line 

usage that we thought was slowing the transmission of the slideshow. 

2, The file once received would be copied into the SMART board notepad in an attempt 

to improve the speed of the transmission 

3. An insrnictor was hired for the remahder of the course for the students 

at Campus A In other words, this group would no longer be part of the study. 



4. Based on the above changes, the transmission each week to the Campuses B and C 

either would be fiom a studio at Campus A or at one of the satellite Iocations. The files 

would be imported to Campus B f?om Campus C. An audio link to Campus A was 

maintaineci fkom Campus B and Campus C, in the event that technoIogy support was 

required during the class. 

The students at Campus B at the end of Week 3 completed a brief written evduation. 

A similar type of evaiuation was also completed foiiowing Weeks 6,9 and 12. These 

evaluations ensured that al1 students had an opportunity to express concem so 1 couid 

address these as they arose. The students at Campus B were asked to a m e r  the 

following questions and to offer comments. Ample space was provided for the 

comments, and if extra space was needed, the student was adviseci to write on the back of 

the page: 

1. Does the Iearning environment in the classroom assist you in meeting your 

learning needs? Yed No Comments: 

2. Have you been able to access the various learning supports offered by the 

instructor including a toll fiee phone number and academic advising, or by the iibrary 

including books and research techniques that you requested anaor needed? Yed No 

Comments: 

3. Have you found the course materials and class activities helpfui? Yes/ No 

Comments: 

The written evaiuatio~is h m  Campus B were generally positive about the learning 

experience and the responsiveness of the support staff and instnrctor in addressing their 



Iearnuig needs. Campus B continueci to ask for a classroorn monitor to serve as the point 

person for communication with the campus staff and instructor. 

Weeks 4-7 

The sound and graphic transmissions were satisfaciory at Campus B. The students 

appreciated the opportunity to provide ongoing feedback about the study. In this way 

they felt they were an integai part of the study. Support çtaff fiom Campus C reported 

attendance problems, but this did not happen at Campus B. At the beginning of Week 4, 

a student monitor was assigned at Campus B. She facilitateci the cIass interactions with 

the inmctor and assisted in the collection of assignments that the campus staffwodd 

then send to the main campus. At this point no other modifications were suggested. 

The written evaiuation process at the end of Week 6 did not reveal any new issues. 

The student rnonitor at Campus B provided the on-site Iink with the campus staff and the 

instructor that the studentç had requested. The reasons for the attendance issues at 

Campus C were not identifieci. My follow-up telephone calIs to the students at Campus C 

regarding their attendance did not reveai any cornmon reason for their absences. They 

gave a variety of reasons, but noue seemed to relate to the delivery method being used for 

the course. 

Weeks 8-1Q 

At this point, 1 encountered dïffïculties with the efficient delivery of assignments h m  

Campus B and Campus C to the instnrctor. Seemingiy, the instnactor was not receiving 

the assigments on tirne, and they were not coded according to the site h m  which they 

orighated; consequently, they were not being tetumeci to the nght student. This problem 



posed &culties for the students because they did not receive feedback fiom the 

insîxuctor before the next assignment was due. 

The written evaluations from Week 9 did not raise any new issues. The students' 

prirnary concern was the delay in receiving their conected assigmnents h m  the 

instnictor. 

Modifications. FoIIowing the tenth week, 1 made the foiiowing modifications: 

t. A sign-in system was established for assignments that had been coiiected at Campus 

B and Campus C. 

2. A coding system, based on campus was estabiished and used when the tests were 

king sent to the instructor for grading. Conect coding of the assignments and tests 

ensured that they were returned promptly to the conect campus and student. 

Weeks 11-15 

The difficulties with the assignments had been resoived. Six of the 8 students at 

Campus B wrote the h a i  examination and were successfiil. Two students chose not to 

write the exam. One snident had attendeci the course for audit purposes only, and the 

other student was not able to prepare for the exam for personal rasons. Four students 

registered for the next course in financial planning that was planned to be offered at the 

main campus (Campus A) using a traditional classroom delivery method. 

The evaluations coiiected at Week 12 noted that the m&cations that had been 

established to ensure the prompt retum of the assignments had been effective. In the 

comments section, the snidents noted how much they had appreciated the responsiveness 

of the campus staffat Campus B m addressing their concerns as these arose duxing the 

course. 



Evaluation Process 

1 decided that the sumrnative evduation of the study would inclucie more than the test 

resuits of the students who participateci in the actuai class. 1 planned that ai i  stakeholders 

at Campus B would take part in the evaluation. This decision was based on the fact that 1 

had negotiated the cooperation and support of a number of stakeholders at the college 

before 1 launched the study. Each of these stakeholder groups had contributed genmusly 

of their time and energy to the implementation of the study, and each group had a 

particular interest in the outcornes of the study. They were weil aware that the results of 

the study could significantly impact their current job descriptions if the college adopted 

an alternative deIivery rnethod in the future. 

Another decision made at the outset of the study was that both formative and 

summative evduations would be collecteci. The decision about formative evaiuation was 

based on the fact that as a coiiege we are committed to student success and customer 

service. in order to maintain these goais, the formative evaiuation data that 1 coiiected on 

a consistent basis throughout the duration of the course alerted me to the fact that changes 

in the course delivery had to be made if the course deiivery was to be successful- 

For the summative evaiuation, 1 asked each stakeholder group at Campus B, which 

included the students enrolled m the course, the instructor of the course, and the support 

staE(inc1uding the leamhg designers), to assess three dimensions of the Ieaming 

experience h m  their perspective: the lemhg environment that inchdeci an assessment 

of the equipment that was used, the set up of the room, and the quality of the sormd and 



visual transmissions; the leamer supports that included the role of the monitor, the 

campus support staff, the avaiIabiIity and q d t y  of interactions with the instnictor, and 

the orientation of the student to the delivery mode; the leaniing matenak/reswces and 

actiidies that included the handouts, scheduling of classes, and the types of in-class 

activities. 

Feedback About the Learning Environment 

The snidents found the audiographic room adequate and cornfortable. The view of the 

SMART board with the indirect lighting was good and sound transmission, with the use 

of the lape1 microphone, improved &er Week 2. Additional atternpts to d u c e  the echo 

and background sounds had not bem cornpletely correcteci because the costs of instaiiing 

additionai acoustical tiles in the classroom where the transmissions were received was not 

possible iinanciaiiy. n e  fact that a dedicated room at Campus B was used each week for 

the course delivery was ideal in that the equipment was not moved and Mie was not 

spent each week in orientating the SMART board. This situation was not possible at 

Campus C because of the level of acbvity at that campus and the fact that they did not 

have a dedicated mm. The positive attitude of the campus staff and their wiliingness to 

address the students' problems was appreciated. 

Anecdotally, one student who was enroüed in the class at Campus A, reported that 

when she was deiayed at work one week she found it was more convenient and timeIy for 

her to attend the course at Campus B, otherwise she wouId have rnissed the class. Other 

direct quotes h m  students at Campus B inchdeci-- 'l have taken classes at this campus 

before and sometirnes the room was changed week to week. 1 like it that we don? have 

to change our room every week." Auother said, "This setting at the campus (B) is really 



comfortable.. ..we have sufficieut space and our concem about the lighting and somd 

were addressed very quickly." 

The instruçtor felt comfortable with the technology and enjoyed the challenge of 

m g  out and learning about a new deiivery system. He welcomed the addition of the 

Iapel microphone because he could focus on the presentation rather than his position in 

the room, as would have been the case if he used a desk microphone. He expressed an 

interest in being involved in the course again if audiographic technology wouId be used 

for delivery. The instructor shared these thoughts: "I like a challenge. Becoming 

famiiiar with teaching techniques that are suited to this newly designeci leaming 

environment has been interesting." 

The support staff was liustrated with the amount of tirne involved in dowdoading the 

6Ies to the SMART board. This situation improved when 1 moved the dowdoading to an 

eariier t h e  in the aftemoon and imponed the files indivîdually into the SMART board 

notepad rather than as a fïie package. By having only two points in the transmission after 

Week 4, because Campus A had withdrawn from the study at this point, the downloading 

time sped up. One staff member commented: '4 never thought we would achieve the goal 

of delivering the course--there were so many problems at kt,'' Another said, Wow 

when 1 look back, it was worth al of the work. fiowing how important it was to the 

students to attend classes close to home was the only thing that kept me going in the eariy 

weeks of the course." 

Feedback About the Learner S u ~ ~ ~ r t s  

The student monitor improved the delivery system at Campus B, and in hindsight this 

person should have been there h m  the fkst class. The students reported that they felt 



more confident handing their assignrnents to the monitor, who in turn sent them to the 

main campus for grading, The students valued the instructor's on-site visits and were 

more cornfortable in raising questions during subsequent classes d e r  meeting him 

penonaiiy during his initial visit to the campus. The instructor visited each satellite 

campus twice during the course. The students felt poorly prepared regarding the full 

impact of the audiographic technology delivery. They claimed tint more tirne was 

required at the beginning of the class to becorne more familiar with the technology. One 

student wnite: 

We didn't feel well informed that we were part of the pilot. 1 wonder if you would 
have had even more interest if you had communicated the pilot more clearly? Lots 
of people üke to be part of new ventures. It might have increased the enroiment- 

Five -dents at the Campus B expressed an interest in taking the next course in the 

CFP certification program using audiographic technology for delivery. They felt they 

couId be successfiil as leamers in this kind of environment, Aiso, they were not able to 

travel a distance each week to the main campus in order to participate in the next course. 

The h c t o r  enjoyed the opportunity to visit the different campus locations in order 

to meet with the students. He said, 'Yisiting each group has really heiped me to connect 

witù the class as now 1 have a mind's eye picture of the students when they ask a 

question. 1 like this." The inshuctor experienced some fhstration with the initial process 

used for the delivery of the assignments, prior to the estabiishment of a reliable method of 

coding the astignments h m  a particula. campus. By the end of the course, the instnrctor 

rated the students' achievement m this course as comparable to students in courses 

dehvered m a traditional cIassroom setting. 



The campus staffraised issues re1ating to their scheduled hours of work and the timing 

of the class. Their primary concern was their inability to communicate with the instmctor 

in a reliable maMer. The support staffworked daytime hours while the instnictor was 

not available during these hours because of other work-related responsiiiiities. They also 

found it very difficult to deai with the students' initiai frustrations with the method of 

deiivery and the equipment. They suggested that students enrolling in a course using 

audiographic technology should be required to complete a more detailed learner profile. 

If the studmts had been able to review this profile with someone prior to enrolling in the 

course they may have been better prepared for the new detivw method. The staff ais0 

felt that audioconferencing etiquette shodd have been better explained during the fîrst 

two classes, because this wouid have eliminated some of the difficulties that the 

instnictor and students encountered during the eariier classes when two people were 

uying to talk at the same time. 

Feedback About the Learner Materials/Resources. Activities 

The students found the Powerpoint presentations tedious after a number of weeks. 

Some of their comments included: " 1 tind 1 am so tired &er the classes. 1 reaiiy need to 

concentrate in order to pick up the audio-ody communication without any body language 

and then al1 of the readhg on the SMART board" Another student said, "We need to do 

more p u p  assignments off-Iine. It would add interest to the course and give us a break 

h m  listening and reading." Comments with regard to the SMART board stressed that 

the board was not used to its best poteutid The course resources/books were rated as 

adequate. The students suggested that more small group activities shodd have been used 

at each site as a way to encourage the students to apply the course content to their own 



experiences and to allow for group pmblem solving. The students expressed M o n  

' in not receiving their corrected assigment and tests in a timely mamer- The foliowing 

comment is typical of several other comments 1 received: '7 have been away from school 

for a couple of years, so 1 need to know if 1 am on track with my assignments. Not 

having the previous assignment when 1 start the next one is difficult for me." 

The instructor was disappointed that he did not get to know the students as weli as he 

does in other classes where he has face-to-face contact. He did not feel at ease in caüing 

them by name and prodding them to answer questions untiI Iater in the course, &er he 

had made his first visit to each campus. He also regretted that he only used examples for 

discussion drawn h m  one community rather that fiom each of the communities in which 

the satellite campuses are located. In his view, ifhe had used a broader selecrion of 

examples he might have been able to elicit more input h m  the students at al1 locations. 

The ~ ~ p p o r t  team at each of the campuses reportai their fiutration relating to the 

deiivery of the assignments and tests to the instnictor. This situation was later remedied 

in that a mechanism was established by the support staff that ensured accurate delivery to 

the student, after the assignmmt was corrected. They did not have any other evaiuative 

comments about the matenais, resources, and activities. 

The deiivery of the PFP course using audiographic technology provideci an excelient 

leaming opportunity in two ways. First, the students at Campus B felt it had been a 

positive experience. Second, the administration at the coiiege received some concrete 

feedback about the deiivery method that they couid then use in planning firture Ica-g 

opporhmities in a distriiuted learning environment In the finai chapter that foliows, 1 



discuss my study in light of the iiterature in chapter 2. 1 then draw conclusions based on 

this analysis and make recomrnendations. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

in this chapter, 1 examine the outcornes of  the study in Iigùt of the iiterature. 1 begin 

by discussing the importance of Iifelong leaming for adults m a knowledge-based 

economy, 1 then discuss the concept o f  a distributeci learning environment, as a way to 

provide access to learning opporeuaities using educationd technoIogy. Students can be 

successful in this type of environment if they are provideci with appropriate supports. ln 

the fbi section, 1 present conclusions and recommendaîions for adult educators 

interested in using a disnibuted leamkg environment ta pramate successful iifelong 

learning. 

The AduY as a Lifelong Learner 

In this 6rst section of the cbpter, 1 begin by discussing iifelong 1earni.g as an integral 

element in the personai and professional development of adults. 1 rhen focus on the 

importance of acknowledging duit leamer characteristics in planning program, and 1 

end this section with a discussion of the aduIt as a self4irected leamer. 

Lifelona rmrning 

The concept of MeIong Iearning is not new; in earlier periods, however, the references 

to lifeIong learning evoked both pditical and social reacbons, and there were numerous 

debates about its utility. The debates generaiiy centered mund its vaiue, whether it was 

for personai îûiiihent or for the economic gain of ÇOCiety. The research of Houghton and 

Richardson (1974), and Becker (1975) expIored this issue but did not resolve it. in fa& 



the issue about the value of lifeIong learning is no longer debated. Rather, adult educators 

today are being challenged by adult learners to provide leamhg opportunities so that they 

c m  remain cornpetitive in the workplace. In addition, they are I o o b g  for Iearning 

oppommities ttiat will help theni to improve or eahance their quality of Ne. In other 

words, adult leamers have a variety of motives for seeking educational opprtunities and 

the option of lifeIong leaming is h s t  always embraced. The students in my study are 

one such group who are committed to lifelong learning. 

The findings of the study are consistent with rhe literahue (Coffield, 1999; Hatton, 

1997; Kintzer, 1997) in that the students in this study had a variety of motivations for 

participating in the Persona1 Financial Planning (PFP) course. For example, in the class 

of 8 students at Campus B, 3 of the students expresseci no interest in taking al1 of the 

courses required for ceriifkation as a financial planna, they were only interesteci in 

gaining sufficient information to manage their persond finances. Of the rernaining 5 

students, 2 expresseci interest in additionid courses and 3 were undecided about their 

long-tenn goal at the outset of the course. It also became apparent during the study that 

the students wmted the examples that were used during the course to have personal 

reIevance to their m e n t  Zife context. In my opinion, their ages that ranged h m  25 to 

65 years of age iduenced the expected outcome of the 1earnEng experience. For example, 

the youngest student, who was beginning a famiiy, had a k m  mterest in leamhg how to 

start an educaîional savings plan for his smali son. One student in his Iate 50s was 

seeking direction on how to invest his retirement fimds. 

Kintzer (1997) expIains that ad& are mterested m leaming oppornmities that 

enhance and compIement their exjsting skills and focus on their interests and needs at a 



particu1a.r stage in their life. The findings of the study support this idea The students 

that enrolled in the PFP course were interested in specific information that they could use 

to resolve cuqent issues in their lives. They also expected that the discussion topics in 

the course would relate to their life context so they could engage in the off-line 

discussions to a greater extent. Their personal connectedness to the context of the 

discussion questions apueared to have a greater significance to them than the activity of 

complethg the discussion task or the assigned smali group work. In fact, the instnictor 

regrettai that he had not used examples fiom ai l  the communities where the course was 

delivered, He found that some of the students were unable to connect personally to the 

local examples that he used, because they did not live or work in that pamcuiar 

community. 

Hatton (1997) makes a similar point when he explains that adults are primarily 

interested in leaming that focuses on an individual's a t t h e n t  of knowledge. He 

emptiasizes the significance that aduits place on this type of education, rather than the 

type of education that he defines as an observable activity; that is, education that focuses 

on the delivery of information and a demonstrable outcome at the end. Chapman and 

Aspin (1997) a h  support this view. They point out that the aduit learner is interesteci m 

the intrinsic value of the learning experience that will contribute to their personal 

deveIopment, creating for them a more rewarding We, rather than the extrinsic value of a 

learning experience that is linked to the attainment of a d e n t i d .  Of the 8 students 

participating in the PFP course, only 2 expressed interest m additional courses that wouid 

Iead to certification. 



Chapman and Aspin (1997), and CoffieId (1999) emphasize the fact îhat whm aduits 

pursue lifelong 1earni.g opportunïties they are looking for expenences that are accessiile, 

affordable, and available at a convenient tirne and place given their other Me 

commitments. The students in the study reportai that accessibility was a key determinant 

in the selection of a particdar leaming opportunity. One of the students stated: 

1 never wodd have been able to take this course if it had only been offered at the main 
campus. 1 know we are putting up with some adjustments because of the audiographic 
technology, but it is worth it. I don't have access to mriywrtation, Offering the 
course locally allowed me to participate. 

Another student added: 

1 can read a book about the different topics related to hancial planning and wen 
understand the facts, but being able to participate in a cIass reaiiy helps me leam the 
concepts and be able to apply them as 1 want to. 

Hunt (1999) claims that accesslible Iearning opportlmities are of great çignificance to 

the adult interested in Melong learning. She points out that the adult leamer is inauencd 

by personal or professionai life events that they are currentIy experiencing. Consequentiy, 

they wiii seek out learning opportrmities that augment their understanding of these events 

and are offered at a time and in a way that is understocxi. It was evideat in reviewing the 

results of the study that adult students need very clear descriptions of the format and 

structure of the Iearning opporhinity and Iearnhg environment. Returning to schwl, at 

teast for some students, can add to the stress of other üfe wents that they are 

experiencing. Consequentiy, they do not react favourabiy to uuexpected changes in the 

routine of the cIass, such as they experïenced when the instnictor was moved h m  site to 

site for the transmission of the lecture. As weii, the study highiighted the fàct rhat adurts 

expect to be informeci of the prerequisite skili and knowledge that they wilI need in order 



to be successfd in a particuiar leaming activity. Some of the snidents in the PFP course 

expressed fnistration about the fact that they were not weii informed about the level of 

computer literacy required prior to enroihg in the course. The lack of familiarity with 

the technology for specific students created an uncornfortable situation and inhiiited their 

ability to learn. 

As Hunt (1999), and Chapman and Aspin (1997) explain, the adult's cornmitment to 

lifelong leaming that develops very eariy in life motivates them to become engaged in 

various formai and infamai learning opportunities throughout their iifetime. These 

individuals often require some direction and guidance in the selection of a truiy 

appropriate leaming experience that will address a particular need in their life or, what 

Havighurst (1972) refers to as the '7eachable moment" (p.7). The student who wanted to 

start an education savings plan for his young son and the student seeking direction on 

how to invest retirement funds are good exampies, The teachable moments for both of 

these students were different, nevertheh equally motivating. 

The students who twk part in the study mentioned that their persona1 hesitations about 

enrolling in the personal finaucial planning course were aliayed when they had the 

oppominity to discuss the Iearning outcornes of the course with staffat the satellite 

campus, prior to enrolling in the course. Evw though most of the students had completed 

the profile of the distance leamer in the part-rime studies caiendar, they had not 

completely understood di the implications of studying in a distributeci learning 

environment. One student, prior to enrolling, requested and attended a session with an 

academic counsellor at Campus B. She was intemeci in having an assessrnent of her 

writing and comprehension SUS in order to reassure herseifthat she codd handle the 



course content. 1 invited the students who wouid be attending the course at Campus B to 

come to the campus and examine the course text, to look over the course content, and to 

determine if what was being offered would address theu needs. The dudents who 

accepted the invitation reported that these activities reassured them that the course was 

suited to their needs. The hdings fiom my study were simiIar to those of Candy (1991)' 

who points out that the adult leamer needs to have a clear understanding of the process 

and the products of the learning activity. The need for this kind of understanding is likely 

to continue as lifelong learning becomes an essential feature of our educative society. 

The imytance of Acknowledgin~ Adult Lemers' Characteristics 

The Iiterame pertaining to the adult leamer points out that aduits have 

unique characteristics that educators need to take into consideration when they design 

appropriate leaming experiences. Thomas (1988)' Knowles (1978, 1980,1989), and 

Knowles and Associates (1984) explain that aduIt Iearners ofien do not have a definitive 

motive or easily expressMe reason for entering a leamhg experience. For example, their 

rationaie for engaghg in a learning activity might be to understand better a Ne went, to 

acquire new iaformation, or to have an opportunity for the exchange of ideas with a 

group of people. 

The students who took part in this study evaluated the lecture component of the course 

as interesting and worthwhile. They noted that the in-class discussion of the lecture 

heIped them to personalize the information. One student stated: 

I have read lots of books about financid planning, but 1 reaiiy need to hear 
other peopIeYs interpretation of the concepts, because that is how 1 reaiiy learn, By 



doing this, the concepts are not just words on a page and 1 can then apply the ideas to 
my own experiences. 

The comments fiom the students in the study c o n h  the fact that adult learners enjoy 

learning activities that provide for self-directedness. For this reason, they appreciated 

receiving a list of suggested readings for each cIass because in this way they codd 

review the content for the next class, ifthey felt this preparation wouid help them to 

participate more iüily in the upcoming class discussions. 

MacKeracher (1996) descnies the adult leamer as a composite of previous life 

experiences. She identifies five characteristics of adult learners that include: 

physiological factors, past experiences, time perspectives, the self, and self-direction. As 

she explains, adult educators need to be aware of these characteristics in their planning 

and delivery of adult learning activities. The BILD leamùig designers who worked with 

the instnictor took these characteristics into considqation, as they plamed the PFP 

course delivery. For example, the design techniques included off-line activities so that 

the content being presented couid be related to the students' previous experiences during 

the smaii group discussions at each site. Another objective of these off-line activities was 

to address the physiologica1 needs of the students. I discuss this other objective in greater 

detail Iater in îhis chapter. 

Slotnik et al. (1993) point out that if adult characteristics are not considered in the 

planning of a course and appropriate accommadations are not incorporated into the 

learning activity, the adult leamer may be wrongftilly Iabelled as disadvantaged because 

of age. They caution that attributhg an addt's inability to be successfid academically in 

a formai school setting soIely to age relateci fictors is incorrect. Slotnik et al. provide 



evidence that most of an adult's learning difficuities are ameliorated when the 

information is presented at a siower pace and in a non-competitive environment. in this 

study, age was not a factor in student success in the course, because the older students in 

the PFP course, according to the insmctor, were equaiiy as successfui as the younger 

students in understanding the content of the PFP course and applying it to their Me 

experiences. What this factor reveals is tiiat the design of the PFP course adequately 

accommodated the various needs of the different age groups. In 0 t h  words, the BILD 

took adult leamers' characteristics into consideration when they p lmed  the PFP course 

delivery . 

In the early stage of the study 1 was presented with some feedback that related to the 

physiological needs of the students that were impacting on their ability to perform in the 

leamhg environment. Many of the things they pointed out validateci MacKeracher's 

(1996) and Sbtnik et aL's (1993) research. For example, the students identified 

difficulties they were having in understanding the audio component of the class, because 

of the poor sound quaiity. They aiso felt that the graphics lacked clarity. These 

diflïculties created stress for the students because they had to strain in order to 

comprehend the lecture when it was delivered Mer 1 made adjustments, such as 

providing the students at al1 locations with information about the use of the mute function 

on the polycom, the distraction created by background noises was reduced. The pmhase 

of a lape1 microphone for the instnictor a h  assisted m improving the quality of the 

sound appreciably. The clarity of îhe graphics improved when the room setup and 

indirect lighting was adjustd The participants also reported a fatigue factor that 

occurred part way through the cIass each evening. They attn'buted some of this fatigue to 



the Ievel of concentration that the deIivery methad required- They reported that 

remaining attentive to the audio and graphic components of the course delivery, without 

any visual cues h m  the instructor, was tiring. In a d d i t k ~  the students were -manimous 

in their opinion that some of the fatigue was related to the fact that the cIass was held in 

the evening at the end of a busy work day for some of tbem, a factor that no one codd 

alter. To accommodate for fatigue, scheduied off-Iine activities were intq'ected into the 

class time. These off-line activities involved mal1 p u p  work at each site without any 

audio or m h i c  cornponent and aiso provideci a break. Foilowing the d group 

discussions at each site, a summary of the discussion was shared on-Iine with the other 

sites and the instnrctor. Meniam and Caffarelia (1991) remind duit  educators of the 

importance of addressing issues that students raise and making every effort to make 

accommodations. In my study, addressing these concerns as quickiy as possible duced 

the students' stress somewhat, thus enhancing their ability to succeed in the lemhg 

environment. 

The Adult as a Sei f-Directed Learner 

Most discussions of the adult leamer include cefaences to whcther or not the addt 

leamer is seif-directed. MacKeracher (1996) diqutes the idea that this question can be 

answered easiiy because there is no clear dennition of this characteristic in the literature. 

Merriam and CaEàrelIa (1991), however, do not share this opinion. They point out that 

the adult Ieamer o h  dernonstrates seIf-directeQiess as a leamer, and this attniute can 

fluctuate for the individual based on the particuiar Me events that the aduit learner is 

experiencing at various tirnes in his or her Xe. In the study, the students reported that the 

âssignment of readmgs prior to each ciass provideci them with the opportunity to feyiew 



the concepts as weli as sufficient time to research concepts that they did not M y  

understand. They reported that ifa topic to be discussed in the next class had personal 

relevance, they appreciated having the t h e  and opporiunity to consider the personal 

implications of the topic. They also reportai that they reviewed their own hancial 

documents at home prior to the class discussion if the topic pertained to these documents. 

Candy (1991) presents another perspective on seIf-directedness. He aitributes this 

characteristic to the Ieaming experience rather than attniuting it solely to the individual. 

He explains that the design of the learning experience can foster self-managing leamers. 

In the study the students reported that they valued the inclusion of the off-üne discussions 

because these opportunities provided for some informal sharing of how the other students 

were applying the course content to their own Lfe experiences and their own hancial 

pIanning needs. These interactions met the students' need for the social interaction aspect 

of learnhg that Candy contends is an important aspect of self-directed learning. 

Knowles (1980), in his description of the characteristic of s eK ' t edness ,  

emphasizes the fact that once adults have a clear understanding of their personal gain in 

the learning experience, that they will become fùily engageci. A condition of this 

engagement is interest in directing their Iearning and becoming involved in the planning 

and evaluation of the leaming process. In the study, the students were encouraged each 

week to share the highligbts and the low points of the class, 1 rcviewed these remarks on 

a weekly basis and then worked with the instnictor to ensure that their concems were 

addresseci- This was done by incorporating appropriate modikations into subsequent 

classes in order to improve the leaming experience. As a remit, the students remaineci 

committed to providing substautial feedhack througbout the study, because they knew 



their suggestions and comments were being acted upon and that they were contributing to 

the success of the program. 

in Week 4, the students at Campus B and C leaxned that the students at Campus A had 

requested and been assigned their own instructor to deliver the PFP course, essentialiy 

withdrawing them fiom the study. interestingiy, it was at this point that the students at 

Campus B and C began questioning the use of audiographic technology and focusing on 

its disadvantages. As MacKeracher (1996) points out, the withdrawal of the students or 

similar events 0 t h  has an impact on the confidence of adult students. This happened at 

Campus B and C. The students' ability to remain self-directed in the course seemed to be 

challenged at this point. in this regard, MacKeracher cautions that adult leamers are 

vuluerable to ongoing life events and changes that can cause them to question their own 

ability to handle the Iearning and the validity of the entire leaming process. In tbis study, 

as a way to address the students' confidence issues and other concerns, such as theu 

inability to cornmunicate effectively and in a timely manner with the b c t o r ,  a class 

monitor was assigned at Campus B. The monitor was responsi'bIe to relay messages h m  

rhe campus staff to the students at the beginning of class, as weli as to alert the insmictor 

if the explmation of a particuiar concept was not being understood by the cIass. The 

students at Campus B appreciated this intervention, and immediately reported that this 

accommodation was a valuable support for their leaming. In other words, their abiiity to 

be self-directed was restored with this support, 

Campus C did not express any interest in having a monitor appointai at theù site. 

After the withdrawal of Campus A h m  the study, the students at this site regamed their 

confidence after ï, the suppoa staff; and the instructor reassured them that th& 



communication problems with the instxuctor would be addressed and that the use of 

audiographic technology would not interfere with their leaming. Of equd significance to 

the restoration of the student's confidence at both campuses was the onsite visits of the 

instnictor. During these visits, each student at Campus B and C had the opportunity to 

interact with the instnictor. For the rest of the course, the students provided consistent 

and thoughtfiil evaluative comments and showed evidence of being seIf-directed leamers. 

The Use of Technology in a Distributed Learning Environment 

In this section 1 will discuss some of the issues relating to technology when it is used 

in aduIt education settings, how educational technology relates to the Ieaming process, 

and the need for supports for distance students who rely on technology, for the dehvery 

of course and for the instnictors and support staff who are invotved with these courses. 

Issues Relatine to Technolo~ 

Bates (1997) and Blackett (1998) endorse the use of technologies in education. In 

Bates' opinion, if an educational institution is not using technologies in the delivery of its 

courses, the faciiity will not rmain viable as an educationai institution. Bath authors 

point out that technology provides many options for adults. They are able to access 

leaming oppominities without rime and place constraints whiIe at the same time 

managing their other respomiiiities. For example, eady in the course one student in the 

PFP course, who worked in close proximity to Campus B but iived near and enrolIed in 

the PFP course at Campus A, attended her class at Campus B one evening when she was 

delayed at work, otherwise she wodd have rnissed the cIass. As she explaine- 



'"ïechnology allowed me to do this, and it is great. Besides, 1 got to put some faces to the 

' voices that I heard in the class tast week." Other students at Campus B repeatedly 

mentioned that the use of audiographic technoIogy in the classraom provided them with a 

tearnuig opportunity that ihey wouId not have b e n  able to access otherwise. As one 

student put it, "I nied driving to the main campus when 1 wanted to take a course last 

year. 1 coddn't do it. 1 found 1 was faihg asIeep at the wheel on the way home." 

Whenever technologies are used in educational activities, Bates (1997) wams that 

careful planning is requwd in order to ensure tbat the technology complements teaming 

expectations and learning activities. in my study the Powerpoint presentittions on the 

SMART board provided an excellent medium for the delivery of content that reiuired 

accurate recording such as ~dhentary definitions and the basic principles of financial 

planning. 

Prior to the delivery of the PFF course, 1 developed a checklist of activities that had to 

be compIeted before initiating the study at the campus Ievel. This checkiist included: 

matching the course curriculum to the appropriate educationd technology, assessrnent of 

the requked cfassroom specifications, and assesment of the required supports. Initiaüy, 

the leaming designers reviewed the c ~ c d u m  with the instnictor in order to gain a better 

understanding of the leamhg outcomes and how these couid be achieved by compIeting 

specified Ieaming activities. A number of the PFP course outcomes focused on the 

students' abiiity to understand the basic teminology used in h c i d  planning and the 

appropriate use of teminoIogy in discussions. The use of audiographic technology was 

an i d e !  way to proceed, because th& kind of technology is weli suited to an introductory 

level course. 



Johnson (1995) encourages addt educators to choose technologies that match the 

leaming activity. When numerous manipulations of variables are required in order for 

the students to have a safe and repetitive practice of skills in order to l e m  a particular 

concept or skill, he points out that the educationai technology should have this capability. 

In my study it was evident that the learning designers considerd this requirement. The 

audio component of the AG technoIogy provided for student interaction with the 

instructor. They could hear the instnictor using hancial planning terminology and they 

could have discussions with him about certain principIes and the application of these 

principles to specific situations. As mentioned earlier, the course containd a large 

amount of codified knowledge that codd be delivered quite adequately with the use of a 

Powerpoint presentation. ûther leaming outcomes of the PFP courses required the 

students to gain a basic understanding of how to apply the basic principles of hanciai 

planning to their own hancial situation and pordoIio. Dirnng the study this need was 

met during the off-line srnali group discussions at cach campus location. Blackett (1998) 

explains that technology provides an important shift in control in the learning 

environment h m  the teacher to the student. 'Ihis environment, which encourages 

individualized research options, pCIII1its duit  students to taiior the Iearning experience to 

fit their needs. 

During this mdy, when resources were required to enhance the cIasmom deiivery 

these accommodations were made in a îimely mariner. This kind of responsiveness on 

the part of the administration, as Roy (1998) pomts out, provides the instmctors with a 

positive indication that they were being supporteci m their efforts to work with a new 

delivery method. For exarnpIe, the purchse of the lape1 microphone added to the 



personal comfort of the instructor during the study and improved the quality of the çound 

for the students. The uistnictor, otherwise, would bave feIt restricted in his dehvery and 

would have been reluctant to have in-ciass discussions for fear of poor or 

incompcehensible voice transmissions. îhe  hdings h m  my study support the research 

of Roy (1998), and Donovan and Mackh (1999). In this new Iand of learning 

environment, instructors, with sufficient supports, can adjust to the shift of control in the 

classroom if su&cient cesources of t h e  and money are aiiocated to assist them with 

these changes. 

The instmctor for the course reporteci that he was personally chaIlenged by the use of 

technology in his course delivery; nevertheless, he enjoyed the opportunity to leam about 

its use. His personai confidence and famiIiarity with the course material motivated him 

to engage in the study and to pursue a new and different deüvery method. One positive 

use of the AG technology h m  the perspective of the instnictor was the opportunity for 

the students to go off-iine for their smaii groups discussions. The instructor, like 

Sctiofield (1999), hypothesized that some of the students may have felt even freer to 

express themseives in their smaii group discussions, without the interference of the 

iustructor. He aiso ciaimeci that the off-iine time provided the students with the 

oppommiiy to reflect on the content of the course in a relaxed atrnosphere. in this way 

they probably became more M y  engaged in the discussion and their own leamhg. 

The study identifiai some of the negative outcornes that Bates (1997) wamed codd 

occur if the use of educational technoIogy is not integrated wefl into the overaii operation 

of the institution. For example, the schednling constraints for the support staffat the main 

campus detennined the IeveI of technological support that was avaiIab te for the sîudy, 



because the SM was not allowed to put thenselves in an overtime position, Forhmately, 

na sigdcant technological di£6cuities occurred outside of their scheduled work hours 

during the study. In addition, the technology suppoa staff felt it wouid be unrealistic to 

mount a nutnber of courses uçing AG delivery, based on the cment support staff 

complement and scheduies. 

Conti and Kolody (1998) remind adult educators that when they decide to use 

educationd technology for course enhancernent three major elements need to be 

considered: the type of student, the course or program content, as well as the context or 

setting for the course. This type of assessment process provides the instructor with 

important data that can be used to make the modifications to a course or program in order 

to promote optimal results for the audents. interestingly, my assessment of the 

appropriateness of AGL technology to the type of student, the course content, and setting 

were adequate, yet the impact of each of these elements on the other, during the course 

deiivery, gave rise to problems and challenges that 1 had not considered. For example, 

the students were not confident enough to stop the instructor's presentation to raise a 

question. The instnictor &O was not able to receive visu1 cues from the other sites, so 

he was unaware that a particular student or group did not comprehend a concept he was 

discussing. Based on this feedback h m  the students, and in order to address the 

students' confidence issues as previously discussed in this chapter, a class monitor was 

assigned at Campus B. This role was de- earlier. The monitor was effective in 

miniminng the problems caused by the setting (iack of visual cues) and facilitating 

improved student and faculty interaction- At Campus C, after the mstnrctor visited th& 

site, the students no longer hesitated to ask questions. 



K n i b  (1999) and Gilbert (1998) support the use of educational techology, but 

emphasize the fact that worthwbïie Learning experiences should precipitate a personal 

transformation or change in the students' thought processes and their underçtaading of 

themsehes. To ensure this outcorne, the technologies being used shouid be famiiiar to the 

students and be suited to their l&g styles. in this study, the students did not report 

any significant change in themselves or k i r  way of thhichg as a remit of taking part in 

the PFP course. This fact may be atiriiutable to the particular course that was O ffered, 

because it was at an introductory leveL Nevertheless, the students' uneasiness with the 

tecbnology in the classroom may have impacted their learning, because based on the 

students ' feedback, many did not feef adequately prepared for the level of technology in 

the cIassroom. In their view, the way that the coUege explaineci the alternative delivery 

rnethod included was noi adequate, because if was not expiicit enough. Seemingiy, the 

students did not have a cIear understanding of how extensively techuology would be used 

in the deIivery of the course, even though they had been infomed that the course wouid 

be deiivered using audiographic technology. Many had no previous educational 

experiences with technology in the classroom, and in many cases their only exposure to 

computers had been a personal cornputer in their work environment, 

MacDonald (1998) is carefitl to explain that tecbnology shodd be transparent in the 

learning environment to ensure that the technology does not becorne the focal point of the 

learning activity. A workmg knowledge of computers wouid prepare the students better 

for a technologicalIy-enhanced cIassroom. The students suggested that future classes be 

advised ihat basic cornputer Iiteracy wouId be an asset for individuals enrobg m a class 



using an alternative delivery rnetbod. in this regard, Eastmond (1998) provides a 

excellent example of matching technology to leaming styles in his discussion of the use 

of the intemet in adult courses. He explains that the variety of options that exist on the 

intemet for research and exploration is weii suited to the breadth of Ieanring interests that 

aduits bring to the leamhg environment. This opportunity for self-directed search 

without tirne and place restrictions provides the adult with ready access to a broad array 

of opinions. The students cm then reflect on these points of view before formularing 

their own opinions. This opportunity provides time for critical reflection which is so vital 

in adult education. 

Sumorts for Distance Students 

Brindley (1995 ) and Knibb (1999 ) identi@ the human and fiscal resources that 

shouId be aiiocated to the development and delivery of programs and courses at a 

distance. They stress that the availabiIity of these services cornmunicates to the distance 

student the value the institution places on creating a positive Ieaming environment for ai l  

students. They challenge institutions that have embraced dtemative delivery rnethods to 

examine the support mechanisms that are in place for the distance student, reminding 

adult educators that appropriate resources and supports are needed for aii students, on-site 

as well as at a distance. For example, the students who took part in the study were 

interesteci in receiving a password that would provide them with electronic access to the 

catalogue of library holdings at Campus A, even though they received aii of the required 

course readings for the PFP course in the course package that they purchased. One 

student reporteci that the password made her feei part of the coiiege, even if she chose 

never to use it. What was important to hm was the fact that she received the password 



Shenon and Boettcher (1997) stress that when an institution makes the shift to the 

delivery of learning opportunities in a distriiuted leaming environment, tirne, energy, and 

resources need to be atiocated to student support services. An understanding of the 

institution's strategic vision regardhg service to kamers on- and off-site will encourage 

aliiances to develop behveen the support and academic staff that will be to the bettemefit 

of al1 students. In the study, it was evident that the suppoa staffat the delivery sites took 

a real interest in meeting the needs of the students at a distance h m  the main campus. 

The staffhad been involved prior to the sbrt of the study during the professionai 

development sessions, so they had a good understaxtding of &e couege's htentions to 

move into course delivery using a distributed format, For example, when difnculties 

arose with regards to the delivery and retum of assignments, the support staffworked 

with the instructor to facilitate a solution, so that the students would no longer be 

disadvantaged by not having their assignments returned on tirne. 

Based on the findings of the stuciy, 1 am not abIe to corne to any concIusions about the 

value that îhe distance students at Campus B placed an the availability of individuaiized 

services to support their leaming. This fact aside, f can ve* that the students as a group 

requested a variety of modifications to improve their learning environment. These 

modifications inchded changes to the physical environment in order to enhance the 

transmission of the audio and graphic components of the technolog used, improvements 

in the reliability and efficiency of the courier service when sending and retuming 

assignments, and the designation of a rnonitor at me site to enhance effective 

commun.ication for the students at that particular site. During my study, 1 was not aware 

of any services rendered specificdy to an individuai student. 



S u ~ ~ o r t s  for Instnictors and Suo~ort Staff 

In addition to the supports for leamers, Roy (1998) believes that înstructors and 

support staffneed to be supporteci during their transition to alternative deiivery rnethods- 

Her staternents are based on the fact that, in a distance education milieu that is enhanceci 

with educationai technology, the role of the instructor and support staffwiii change. In 

my study, the uIstnictor pointai out that he was more of a facilitator of the leaming 

process ttian a teacher. He based this opinion on his many years of teaching. During this 

study he did not experience the same reliance of the students on the insûuctor as he had 

experienced in a traditionai classroom. He was not uncornfortable with the shift in 

student attitude, but he was definitely aware of the diffaence. The instnictoh k t i o n  to 

this change differs h m  Schofield's (1999) who claims that these kinds ofchanges make 

"many teachers decidedly nervous" (p. 26). In fact, as stated earlier, the instructor 

welcomed the challenge including this shift in his role. 

B a d  on this study, 1 can substantiate the importance of providing mentoring support 

for the instructor and the opportunity for professional development sessions for the 

support staff involved in direct support of courses using alternative delivery methods. in 

this study, these supports helped the instructor and support staff to feeI prepared for the 

delivery experience and gave them the self-confidence to solve difnculties that arose 

during the deiivery of the course. As study leader, 1 becarne very aware of how important 

it was for me to listen to the instnictor's issues and to be aware of the magnitude of the 

changes that he had to incorporate into his practices. In fact, Reed and Baudin (1993) 

caution that unIess this kind of listening happens there will be problems. In rny view, 



support on my part provided encouragement for the instnrctor and support staffdming 

their role change and ultimateIy contn'buted to the successfid delivery of the course. 

From the outset of the study, it was apparent that the success of this pilot study would 

be contingent upon the development of a problem solving approach that encouraged 

cooperation and compromise among the stakeholder groups involved in the pIanning and 

delivery of the PFP course. Consequentiy, when the students raised an issue it was not 

directed to a particular stakeholder group to soIve on their own. Every effort was made 

to ensure that the solution remained focused on improving the L e h g  environment for 

the students, rather than focusing solely on the d e  or task modification of a paaicuIar 

staffing p u p .  For example, when an issue m s e  with regard ta the students' 

assignments not being renuned in a timeiy manner after being marked by the instnictor, 

the problem was presented to myseif, the instnictor, and support staff. The students 

asked that the process be examined and solutions adopted so that they could receive their 

comcted assignrnents before they had to hand in the next assignment, As a solution, the 

support staff at the satellite campuses agreed with my and the instnictor's suggestion to 

incorporate additionai safeguards in the packaging, labehg, and r e m  processes, a task 

which required additional papa work and tirne. They &gIy took on this task and 

made it part of theu regular routine. 

Establishing a distn'buted lemhg envimument cetpires the cullabotative efforts of 

many individuais, if the outcome is to mate a Iearning environment in which addt 

Ieamexs cm meet their Lifeiong Iearning needs. The Ieaming opporhmities in this kind of 

environment need to be weU pIanned and based on adult Iearning principIes. Aduit 

educators need to be cautious m the ctioicz of the educationai technology seIected, in 



order to ensure that there is a match between the technology and the course curriculum. 

As project leader it was important that 1 support the instructor so he could remain focused 

on facilitating leaming in an environment in which the aduIt Iearner felt safe, respecte4 

and also was able to establish meaningful relationships. 

In the sections that follow, 1 offer a set of conclusions based on this study. Flowiug 

from these conclusions is a set of recommendations directed to three groups, 

Conclusions B a d  on the Study 

The study was undertaken as a result of a convergence of a nurnber of significant 

events at the college where 1 work. These included a cornmitment to a vision that 

supported the provision of accessible learning oppornmities; the allocation of human and. 

fiscd resources to the creation of a distniuted leaming environment across the college, 

including the satellite campuses; the reaIiîy of an economic downtum that impacted 

fùnding to the coiiege; and the opportunity for extemal partnerships. Audiographic 

technology was used to deliver a 45-hour Personal Financial Planning (PFP) course to 

three distinct p u p s  of students based initiaiiy in three différent geographic locations. 

Early in the study, one group dropped out leaving two geographic locations. The 

inmctor, for the most part, delivered the course h m  a studio at the main campus. 

Based on the anaiysis of this study, 1 have dram the foiiowing conclusions: 

1. Initiatives, such as that reportai in this study, that mvoIve fiindamental 

changes to the core function and roies of the major stakeholders in an educational 

institution require a cross-fimctional team approach to encourage collaborative problem- 

solving. This kind of approach ensures that those who will be affecteci by the changes are 



not only part of the process, but that they will have a better howledge and understanding 

of the modifications that they will be asked to make. 

2. Adult Iearners are well suited to a distniuted learning environment as it 

encourages them to be self-directed learners. A distriiuted learning environment 

supports the adult learner in that it can provide flexibiiity with regard to the location of 

the leaming activity, the timing of the experience, as well as the delivexy of the course. 

Al1 of these options are well suited to the adult leamers' constraints related to personai 

and professionai responsiiilities. 

3. The use of audiographic technology was well suited to the content of the PFP 

course and resulted in a successfui learning opportunity for the students because the focus 

remained on the use of the technology as a vehicle for the learning rather than on the use 

of technology for itseK 

4. Formative and summative evaiuations provided valuable feedback during and 

at the conclusion of the study. The evaluations were a good way to keep in touch with 

the students and the various stakeholders. Thus, the various groups became actively 

involved in the study and became cornmitted to the outcomes of the study. They 

contributeci valuable input that improved the study as it was implemented and that later 

assisted the college with fiiture pIanning. 

5. Educational technologies enhance a learning environment in a variety of ways: 

these inchde extendhg access of a Iearning oppommity to a wider audience; providing 

-dents with greater control over the learning process; and bringing a vast array of 

opinions and experiences to the classroorn through the use of the intemetc These 

enhancements are important because duit leamers can engage in learning oppommities 
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in keeping with their own personal and professional schedules. Technology, especiaiiy 

the use of the Zntemet, is one way that adults can direct their learning and meet their 

6. CaEarella's (1 994) program planning mode1 provides the adult educator with a 

flexiile fiamework for conducting a study and a practical guide for fostering cooperation 

between and among the various stakeholders. 

Recommendations 

Based on the discussion in this chapter and the preceding conclusions, several 

recommendatiom are offered for those interested in using a distniuted leamhg 

environment to promote successtùl lifelong Iearning opportmities for adult learners. The 

recommendations wili be dividzd into three categories: recornmendations for the 

institutions, recommendations for staff, and recornmendations for course development 

and delivery. 

Recommendations for Instîtutio~ 

The foiiowing recommendatious are made for institutions committed to providing 

learning experiences in a distri'buted Leaming environment. 

1. Designateci space shodd be assigneci when courses are being offered using 

alternative deIivery methods. Creatiag a physical space to meet the specifications of the 

partidar technology will not require staff thne and energy once the correct 

modifications have been estabiished. When digital connections are required for the 

educational technology that is being utilized, modifications need to be made to ensure 

that an analogue Iine is also avaiIab1e for phone co~ections. 



2. Flexibiiity in staffassignments is required for new initiatives that require 

modifications to job descriptions, schedules, and assignments. 

3. Sufficient resuurces need to be allocated on an ongoing basis so th& the 

required physical resources to support the disiributcd learning environment are availabk 

and so that the professionai development of al1 stakeholder groups is ongoing. To 

support this need fac resources, educational institutions shouid foster new learning 

pmerships among govenunents, indusûy, and schools. 

Recommendations for Staff 

The foUowing tecornmendations are made for insitructors and support staffwh~ artt 

involved in providing leaming experiences in a dimiutai leaming environment. 

1. Self-assesment tools shouid be used to d e h e  the level of wmpetency of the 

instnictors and support st& with respect to educational technologies. Based on these 

assessments, professional deveIopment opportunities shouId be designeci and deiivered. 

VpossibIe, these individuais should be asçigned a resource persUn to wbom they can 

refer questions as they begin to use their newly acquired skills during the acnial delivery 

of a course. 

2. Whenever audiographic technology is use& the insûuctor and d e n t s  shodd 

receive a scheduit outlining when the course aansmission will be delivered h m  the 

various sites. A11 groups of students at the various sites shouId be treated equally with 

regard to the number of on-site visits. If for some reason the hstmctor is not able to 

travel to the sites for a visit, the inmctor should deliver the course h m  a neutral 

Iocation. in this way, the ktructor temains cognizant at aiï times of the students at a 

distance, rather than simply focusing on the students in the classroom in front of M e r e r  



3. Instnictors should be supported in their efforts to incorporate educational 

technologies in their deiivery style and should be assured that their roIe in the learning 

process is not being replaced. One way that tbis can be doue is through professional 

development offered by the institution. In this way, they wiil acquire a better howledge 

and understanding of how technoIogy cm be used effectively during the delivery of a 

course. 

Recornmendations for Course Develo~ment and Delivm 

1. The information in the calendar needs to explain clearly that an alternative 

deiivery method is being used. ifaudiographic technology is being used, prospective 

students should be encouraged to acquire some familiarity with cornputers prior to 

enrolling in the corne. 

2. The delivery method chosen needs to be an appropriate fit with the 

requirements of the course in terms of learning outcornes. This decision shouid not be 

determineci by the infamation technology department, because they often have a vested 

interest in certain educational technologies. The decision shouid be made based on 

comuitations between the instructor (content expert) and the Iearning designers who keep 

abreast of the features of cment and emerging educational technologies so thai they can 

assist in matching these features to the stated leaming outcornes of a course. 

3. Learning activities for the course should be designed in such a way that any 

examples used have some reIevance to the students in the various Iocations in wbch they 

may be living. The assumption that aii of the students are famiiiar with the wntext or 

community where the main campus is located is faIse and may alienate some of the 

students. 



4. The installation of desktop conferencing wouid d o w  for visual cues between 

the instnictor and students on an ongoing basis, therefore enhancing their interactions. 

This modification is not expensive and the return on the investment, when considering 

the student's increased comfort in the leaming environment, would justifL the expense. 

6. Consideration should be gîven to a monitor in each cIass that is deiivered uing 

audiographic technology, especiaily in the initiai stages of introducing this alternative 

delivery system. The monitor shouid be provided with very clear guidelines in order to 

ensure that al1 stakeholders are clear about the role expectations. 

7. The use of audiographic technology is a practical way to deliver a course in an 

economically feasible way for campuses at a distance h m  the main campus and its 

capabilities are weii suited to the curriculum requirements of an introductory level course 

that involves a significant amount of codified infoxmation. 

8. Both formative and summative evaiuation should be used when a course is 

being deiivered. in this way adjustments and changes to the delivery in the course can be 

made for the cment group of students. The data gathered wiii be usefiil in making 

decisions about offfering the course again or revishg the course content and delivery 

Today adult educators are hced with the challenge of meeting the diverse learning 

needs of a variety of leamers. The convetgence of newly developed technologies, the 

demands of a knowledge-based economy, and the Mestyle of many aduits who are 

managing multiple responsibilities at one t h e  provide an opportunity to promote a 

distniuted leaming environment for aduits interested in purming Melong Iearning 

opportunities- These lifelong ieaming opporttmities not only conmiute to the 



development of a more higbly skilled workforce, but just as impotantly they can enrich 

an individuai's life throughout that lifespan. 
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